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ABSTRACT

A number of reports have stressed, with I ittle basis in research, the

importance of neck invoìvement in patients with temporomandibular dis-

orders. This siudy examined the conseguences of a seven to tweìve day

period of uni ìateral occlusaì contact, in eight healthy subjects. The

subjects wore occlusaì spl ints bui ìt-up on one side. The subjects

were examined on two days prior to the splint wear period, and on two

days at the concìusion of the spl int wear period, with respect to

their head posture in the frontal pìane, range of motion of the head

and neck in side fìexion, and the peak activity of their anterior tem-

poraì is anci sternocleidomastoid muscìes in severaì clenching and head

movi ng tasks.

The resu I ts i nd i cate that:

l. Uniìateral posterior occlusal contact did not produce any sig-

nificant signs and symptoms of TÈ10 in the experimentaì period.

There were no significant changes in the head posture of the

subj ects.

Unilateral occìusal contact did alter the head and neck range

of motion in side flexion by increasing the asymmetry in the

range of motion to the two sides. Six of the subjects showed a

reduced range of motion to the non-spìint side which is consis-

tent with tightness of the sternocleidomastoid on the spìint

side.

2.
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Uni lateraì occlusaì contact reduced the E¡/lG activity of the an-

terior temporal is on the non*spì int side in both maximum

clenching tasks and in partiaì clenching tasks (ZO - 25'4 of

max i mum) .

The sternocìeidomastoici muscìes were active in maximum clench-

i ng tasks and demonstrated act i v i ty i n some subj ects dur i ng

partiaì clenching (20 - 25ã of maximum). The period of unilat-

eral occlusal contact reduced the activi ty of the non-contact

s i de sternocl ei domastoi d.

ln the head moving tasks, some subjects demonstrated changes in

activit;, ìevels of the sternocleidomastoid muscles which may

have been caused by dysfunction in the neck produced by the as-

ymmetric occlusal contact.

The resu I ts suppor ted the concept that asymmetr i c occ I usa I contact

couìd produce early dysfunction of the neck muscles in a short period

of time, indicating a functional reìationship between the masticatory

and neck musc I es.

4.
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Chapter i

REVIEH (]F THE LITERATURE

TEffi PORI]MANDI BULAR DI SÍ]RDERS

Dysfunct i on of the mast i catory system was f i rst descr i bed and stud i ed

by Costen (1934, 1936). He ascribed pain and dysfunction in the re-

g i on as be i ng due to "d i sturbed funct i on of the temporomand i bu ì ar

joint": specificaì ìy overcìosure of the mandibìe causing condyìar

impingement of ..¡ar ious structures in close proximity to the temporo-

mandibular joint or Tl'lJ. The anatomic basis for Costenrs syndrome (as

it became known) was later disproven (Sicher, 1948), but Costen had

succeecied in focusing medical and dental attention on the subject of

pain and dysfunction in the region.

Numerous peopl e have exami ned the probì em of dysfunct i on of the

masticatory apparatus, but under a number of different terms. llany of

these terms included the word "syndrome" ( Shore, 1959, Schwartz,

ì968, Laskin, 1969), which impìied a narrow and rigid view of the con-

dition. Storey (1979) took issue with this view and stated: "l'landibu-

lar dysfunction is not a syndrome but a spectrum of syndromes." ln-

creasingìy, the complex and integrated nature of the masticatory

apparatus has led to more comprehensive approach to dysfunction in the

region, both in terms of etiology and symptomatology. This has been

reflected in two recent names given the disorder: Craniomandibular

Dysfunction (CelU, .l97ì) and Temporomandibular Disorders (Solberg,

-l
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1982). This paper wiìl make use of the term temporomandibuìar disor-

der, or Tl4D, which wilì subsume the large number of terms and disease

en'cities found in the ì iterature to describe dysfunction of the masti-

catory system.

A comprehensive discussion of Tt{D is beyond the scope of this pa-

per', so that the interested reader is referred to De Boever (197Ð ,

Storey (1979) , Perry (.l98.l), l'1oss and Garret (1984) , and the 1982 re-

port edited by Laskin et aì.

TMD SYffiPTI]MATOLOGY

There are three major signs and symptoms which are pathognomic of

TI'ID (Cola, ì180):

l. pain in the muscles of mastication and/or in the temporomandi-

bular joint or in their generaì anatomic region

2. limitation of mandibuìar movements

3. temporomandibuìar joint sounds.

These are fundamental defects for any musculoskeletal system and

have become the def acto def in i t ion of Tl"1D. These def ects can be due

to dysfunction of the muscles and their supporting tissues (tendons,

etc.) or of the joint and its supporting tissues (ligaments, the cap-

suìe, the disc, etc.). ln a number of cases, both the joint and the

muscìes are involved in the dysfunction. ln many acute cases dysfunc-

t i on of the musc ì es probab I y predom i nates.
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In addition to the fundamental or pathognomic sìgns and symptoms of

Tl'tD descr ibed, there i s a ìarge group of secondary per iphera ì symptoms

which are reìated to Tl'lD in the minds of many cìinicians. A number of

these peripheraì symptoms are reìated to the ear and incìude impaired

hearing, tinnitus, dizziness and burning sensations in the tongue.

Some have ques t i oned the re'l at i onsh i p between these symptoms and Tl4D

(Norris and Eakins, 1971+; Koskinen et al, ì980; Brooks et aì, l98O) ,

while others have discovered evidence for such a reìationship (ltly-

rhaug, 1965, 1970; Roydhouse, 1976; and Sharav et aì, .|978). Unfortu-

nateìy, these secondary peripheral symptoms are poorly documented and

ì ess wel I reported than are the pr imary ones. The dentaì research

communit¡, 6ur largely ignored them.

T[{D EtioTqy

Given the broad scope and complexity of the masticatory system, it is

not surprising that the etiology of TllD is equalìy compìex. A number

of theories on the etiologic processes involved have been developed to

explain THD and a number of authors have attempted to categorize these

(De Boever, 1979; Zarb and Speck, 1977; and Rugh and Solberg, 1979).

Aì I of these attempts at estabì ishing an organized view of the etiolo-

gic basis of TllD have some vaì idity, but some are more useful than

others.

The most basic and easi ly conceptuaì ized organization of etiology

can be expressed under the headings of structuraì, functional, and

psychoìcgical (Rugh and Soìberg, 197Ð. Even using these basic cat-

egories, a number of factors can be placed in two or alì of them. For
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i nstance, a functional factor such as masticatory muscìe spasm could

be due to bruxism or parafunction brought on by a structural factor

such as an occlusaì anomaìy, by psychologicaì stress and anxiety, or

perhaps by both factors. A system of organization is usefuì if it

aids in the discussion and conception of a ìarge number of entities,

but one should aìways keep in mind that the categories cannot be rig-

idly defined and are often interactive.

The Role of 0cclusion

Occ I usa ì factors have been emphas i zed

etioìogy of TlitD. lt is believed that

through three major mechanisms:

i n a number of theor i es on the

occlusal factors may cause Tl4D

active mandibular guidance to avoid or ìessen the impact of the

occìusaì discrepancy (Storey, 1975)

initiation of bruxism and masticatory muscìe hyperactivity by

occlusal interferences (Scharer, 197\)

unfavorable loading in the joints produced by some occlusal

d i screpanc i es or i nterferences (Sm i th, I 984) .

lf the occìusíon does pìay a role in the etiology of THD, one would

expect to see a correlation between temporomandibular disorders and

occlusal discrepancies in epidemioìogicaì studies. Some studies have

found such a relationship (Franks, 1965; Agerberg and Carlsson, 1973;

lngerval et aì, .l980), while others have not (Heìkimo, 197\i De Boever

and Adriaens, .|983). lt is not surprising to find such diversity in

these findings on the role of occlusion, when one considers the multi-

factor ial nature of that etiology. Whi ìe epidemiologicaì studies have

)
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demonstrated an assoc i at i on between var i ous factors and pat i ents suf-

fer i ng from Tt4D (Sol uerg, I 982) , they are crude i nstruments to sort

out the specific role of various etiologic factors within individuaìs.

A number of studies have looked at the activity of muscles in pa-

tients wi th various occlusaì discrepancies (Jarabak, 1956; Troelstrup

and Hol ler, l97O; Solberg, Clark and Rugh, 1975; Kolprogge and Van

Griethnysen, 1976; Funakoshi, Fujita and Takehana, j976; lngervall and

carìsson, 1982; and Hac Donald and Hannam, 1982). compared with as-

ymptomatic controls these researchers found various changes in muscu-

ìar activity, including a loss of symmetry or balance in bilateral ac-

tivity, ân increase in activity at rest or a combination of the two.

The basic mechanism for these differences is usual ly attributed to a

reflex aìteration in muscle activity produced by the pattern of tooth

contact med i ated through per i odonta ì I i gament receptors (Funakosh i ,

Fuj ita and Takehana, 1976) .

Perhaps the most interesting studies examining the role of occlu-

sion are so-called provocation studies. ln these investigations, oc-

cìusal discrepancies are placed in heaìthy asymptomatic subjects and

the various consequences of these occlusal changes are examined. A

number of studies found that occìusal interferences were capabìe of

producing both Tl'lD symptoms and alterations in the pattern of muscular

activity (Randow e.t al , 1976; Bakke and lloller, l98O; Dreschler et

al,1973; R¡ise and Sheikhoìeslam, 1982¡ Sheikholeslam and Riise,l983;

Rugh et aì, 1984)
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Not aìl provocation studies, however, har¿e produced signs or symp-

toms of dysfunction. Plata et al (.l982) found no evidence, even after

one to sìx months, of dysfunction in six patients given a ìateral de-

flective occìusaì contact. I n an unpub I i shed cont i nuat i on of th i s

study, Barghi et al later found development of signif icant Tl'lD symp-

toms. De Boever (1969) placed balancing side contacts in asymptomatic

patients and found no significant alterations in the EHG pattern of

the temporal or masseter muscles. These findings indicated that some

subjects seem to be capabìe of adapting to occìusaì anomaìies with no

apparent dysfunction. lt is widely accepted that the subject's reac-

tion to the occlusal discrepancy wi ì I ìargely determine the develop-

ment of THD symptoms.

Extent of Muscle Involven¡ent in Tl,lD

As in any musculoskeìetal disorder, muscles pìay a ìarge roìe in THD

etiology and symptomatology (Schwartz, 1955; and l,loller, ì98.l) . The

tendency i s to focus attent i on on the musc ì es of mast i cat i on, but a

number of studies have reported the apparent involvement of neck mus-

cles as wel ì (Roydhouse, 1976¡ Traveì I and Simons, .l983; and Bel l,

1985) . iïore fundamentaì ly however, the integrated nature of the mus-

culoskeìetal system requires the investigation of muscles beyond those

of the masticatory system proper.

The concept of the potential for more extensive muscle involvement

in THD is not a new one. Brodie (1950) stressed the importance of the

bilateral symmetry of the head and neck muscuìature and the functionaì

relationships between the various muscìes. He bel ieved that altera-
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tions in the tension of the muscìes in one area ìed to aìterations in

the muscìes of the entire system. He also bel ieved that the masticato-

ry and hyoid muscles piay an important roìe in the posture and muscìe

balance of the head and neck by acting as major flexors of the head.

l-ast (1955) guestioned some of Brodie's conclusions; he claimed quite

correct ì y that Brod i e had overstated the i mportance of the mast i catory

and hyoid muscles, whiìe ignoring the prevertebral and sternocìeido-

mastoid musculature as the major flexors of the head. Last did not

deny, however, the integrated nature of the head and neck muscuìature.

Schwartz (1955) stated that not onìy are the muscìes of mastication

i nvo lved i n Tl'lD but, so too, are the poster ior cerv i ca l , trapez i us ,

and sternocleidomastoid muscìes. Perry (1957) subscribed to Brodie's

theory on the balance of the muscular system of the head ancj neck; he

accepted that an imbalance imposed on one part would produce compensa-

tions throughout the entire system. He hypothesized that an occìusal

discrepancy could produce the need for compensation, and later an im-

balance in the masticatory muscuìature, So that the affected muscles

become symptomatic. The posterior cervical muscuìature may then be

cal ì ed upon to produce further stress rel i evi ng compensat i ons wh i ch,

if the initial occìusal probìem was not corrected, could ìead to symp-

toms developing in the neck musculature. He did not, therefore, be-

I ieve it surprising that postcervicaì musculature could be associated

with certain probìems of occlusion.

Cl inical findings appear to support the potential for the involve-

ment of the neck musculature in Tt4D. Roydhouse (1976), in a review of

eleven surveys of THD pat¡ents, found that seven of these reported
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that cervicaì pain was a symDtom present in at least some of the pa-

tients. lt was significant that cervicaì pain was among the most com-

monly reported symptoms in the surveys studied. lt might also be su-

spected that some of the other surveys not reporting cervical pain,

may not have looked for it. Griffin et aì (197Ð found that, of 22 TIID

patients studied, nine had symptoms in the neck, shoulder, thorax, oF

arms as weìì. They believed that these findings were significant and

related to the Tf4D. One must avoid drawing any hard concìusions from

this data, as in some cases, the cervical pain could have been an in-

cidental finding unrelated to Tl4D.

Physiotherapists, who special ize in the diagnosis and treatment of

muscuìoskeìetal disorders, do bel ieve that a significant reìationship

exists between the neck and masticatory musculature (Grieve, l98l;

Hertl ing, 1983) . They have the cì inicaì impression that hyperactivi ty

of the masticatory muscles can ìead to hyperactivíty of the muscles of

the neck

lf such a relationship exists, its nature and etiologic basis are

largeìy unknown. ls it primarily a structural relationship in which,

as Perry (.l957) stated, â disturbance in one area (the occlusion) wilì

lead to compensation in the neck musculature due to changes in the

muscles of mastication? 0r is it a nociceptive relationship where

pain in one area of the body will produce pain and spasm in nearby re-

lated musculature as a guardi ng reaction? Simons et al (lgr+¡) found

that pain in the head from various sites, including the temporal mus-

cle, was capable of eì iciting increased tension and pain in the ipsi-

lateral neck muscles. What is the mechanism for this neck muscle in-
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volvement and how quickly will 'uhe neck musculature become involved by

either mechanism? These important questions have been posed for more

than two decades yet they remain unanswered (Storey, 1979).

THEORiES CONCERNING THE PËRIPHERAL SYMPTOftTS IN TMD

The significance of the peripheraì symptoms and extensive muscle in-

volvement in THD has been stressed by many cì inicians. One investiga-

tor who has emphasized these symptoms in the diagnosis and treatment

of THD has been Harold Gelb. ln a number of publ ications (Geìb and

Arnold, 1959; Gelb, 1971; Gelb, 1979; Gelb and Bernstein, 1983) and in

the text he edited (Cel¡,1985), he has stressed a more globaì approach

to the Ti'1D patient wherein the cl inician ìooks beyond the masticatory

apparatus for symptoms and causative factors in the dysfunction. Un-

fortunateìy the evidence is primari ly cl inicaì and anecdotal in na-

ture. Gelb and severaì other individuals have generated a number of

theories on Ti{D, but r^/ith little or no research on which to base them.

For this reason, many researchers have ignored Gelb and his theories;

aìthough he receives much attention from cl inicians, both inside and

outs i de the denta ì profess i on.

ln a number of publ ished surveys (CelU et al , 1967; Geìb and

Tarte, 1975; Geìb and Bernstein, .|983) Gelb found that most of his TllD

patients suffered from a number of peripheraì symptoms including head-

ache, vertigo, and pain in the muscles of the neck and back. One must

be cautíous in the interpretation of his data because his cl inical

practice is based on referrals. Therefore his patients can be expected

to have had a more severe and long-standing disability than the typi-
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cal THD patient. ln addition, his surveys may have progessiveìy repre-

sented a more highìy seìected sampìe, which would have increased the

apparent rate of peripheraì symptoms. Nevertheìess, Gelb did find

that peripheral symptoms were a significant finding in many TllD pa-

t i ents.

l'lore speculatir.¡e is Gelb's expìanation for these symptoms (Gelb,

1979; Gelb and Bernstein, 1983). He bel ieved that in TltlD patients, a

number of factors led to maìposition of the mandible and that many pa-

tients possessed structuraì anomaìies of their dentitions, such as a

fai lure of vertical development on one, or occasional ìy both sides.

The possibìe causes of these anomalies were neither presented nor dis-

cussed. Gelb bel ieved that these jaw malposi tions could act as rrpo-

tent stressors'! on the entire body, often affecting the entire chain

of musculature along the axial skeìeton down into the lower I imbs,

producing widespread muscular symptoms and leading to both mandibular

and general body posture changes. He asserted, but did not document,

that in his examination of thousands of patients, he found aìterations

in body posture which he attributed to mandibular malposition. ln one

diagram iìlustrating these changes of the head (Geìb, 197Ð, the head

posture appeared to be asymmetricaì with a definite lateral ti ìt to

the left.

The apparent mixture of structural and posturaì changes is confus-

ing, but it seems that the majority of these changes were posturaì

since he treated the patients with mandibular repositioning appl iances

and found the improvement of the total individual wasrrunbelievable".

He presented radiographs (Cel¡, '|985) showing the entire body, which
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demonstrated dramatic improvements in the symmetry of the skeìeton in

posture, but these cases were not weìl documented and the technique he

used for the posturaì radiographs was not discussed. ln the only doc-

umented evidence of hi s assertions on postural change, Gelb claimed

that, of two hundred patients seen in hís cì inic (Gelb and Bernstein,

1983), l!0 of them demonstrated an asymmetricaì body posture. His

theories are interesting and provocative, but they remain essentiaì ìy

untested and only speculative at present.

Gelb is not aìone in the support of these theories however, with

dentists (Tanaka, ì985; Friedman and Weisberg, 1985), physiotherapists

(Hertl i ng, 1983) , osteopaths (Hruby, t985) and chi ropractors (Vernon

et al, ì982) embracing the concepts in various degrees. Gelb has also

modified his ideas in accordance with the views of these professionaì

groups, yet he remains the central and most outspoken figure support-

ing the more generaì body approach to THD.

A cìose coì league of Gelb is llarion Rocabado, a physiotherapist

specializing in the treatment of Tl{D and cervicaì spine disorders, who

ìectures extensiveìy to physiotherapi sts and denti sts. Hi s concepts

are very simi lar to those of Geìb, with whom he works (Rocabado,

ì981). He believes that TtilD can cause symptoms in the neck, and vice

versa, wi th hyperactivi ty of masticatory and neck muscles often occur-

ing together. His evidence has also been cl inical and he has not sug-

gested any specific mechanisms for the spread of dysfunction and symp-

toms. He did, however, state:

the cerv i ca I and mand i bu I ar motor and neurosensory systems
are so closely tied together that a dysfunction of one sys-
tem undoubtedly affects the other even ¡f the specific
mechanism is not well understood
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(Rocabado, l98l).

ln the physiotherapy 1 iterature these ideas have been present for

some time and are now ìargeìy regarded, by most members of the profes-

sion, as having been established (Trott and Goss,1978; Grieve, l98l;

Friedman and Weisberg, 1982; Danzig and Van Dyke, .l983; and Hertl ing,
.l983). 

Some in the field, have gone so far as to suggest that treat-

ment of THD can improve athìetic performance (Eversaul, .l985), but re-

cent investigations of this claim have found ìittle evidence to sup-

port this highiy speculative idea (Hart et al, l98l; Schubert et al,

I 984) .

Despite the lack of research into, and documentation ofr pêt-ipheral

symptoms in Tl4D, the clinical impressions and concepts of many muscu-

loskeletaì special ists who treat Lhese patients, does support the re-

ìationship between many peripheral symptoms and the basic pathognomic

ones. This reìationship shouìd be investigated rather than ignored.

RELATI[]NSHIP BETUEEN THE HEAD AND NECK MUSCLES

The Functional Basis

The direct evidence for a functionaì relationship between the neck

musc l es and the mast i catory system i s not extens i ve. Nevertheì ess,

there is reason to believe that there is such a relationship, and it

is surprising thai it has not been studied more. Del low (1976) dis-

cussed the¡¡automatic synergy of cranial-cervicaì musculature in swal-

ìowingil and Hannam (.l976) bel ieved this functional relationship should

be explored, but the cervical musculature has largely been ignored by

the denta I research commun i ty.
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Halbert (1958) examined the activity of the posterior cervical and

infrahyoid musculature principaì ìy in relation to head movement, but

also in relation to some jaw movements. He discovered that the poste-

rior cervical musculature did show some minor activity during forced

clenching and during rapid mouth opening. Hore recentìy, Davies

(197Ð examined the activity of severaì muscìes of the neck during

various mandibular movements. Davies looked at the sternocìeidomas-

toid, semispinaì is capitis and the sternohyoid muscìes, and found that

both the sternocleidomastoid and the semispinaì is capitis were active

during al I movements of the mandible. The sternocleidomasroid was

particular'ly active during forced opening, but was also very active

bilateralìy during clenching. Davies concluded that:

the rhythm and coincidence of their activity (the neck mus-
cles examined) wi th mandibular muscles suggest they possess
strong motor infìuences in common with the latter muscles.

lnterestingly this relationship had been discovered sometime earlier

by Campbeì ì (195Ð who had been investigating the activity of the

scalene and sternocìeidomastoid muscles during respiration. He found

that, dur i ng the course of h i s exper iments, the subjects demonstrated

continuous activity in these muscles when a mouthpiece was heìd firmly

in their mouth.

Despite the apparent involvement of neck muscìes in THD, very ìit-

tle research has been performed to investigate this phenomenon. ln a

study of five normal subjects Widmalm (.l984) discovered activity of

one of the neck extensors (obl iquus capitis superior) during voluntary

tooth grinding in four of the subjects. He concìuded that bruxing may

potentialìy lead to hyperactivity and pain in the neck muscles.
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ln a generaì sense, these findings should not be surprising as

chi idren, and animals in particuìar, show significant and rhythmic

head movement during chewing. Hi iemae (1976) examined masticatory

movements in mammals and concìuded that for monkeys:

cranial flexion and extension are as much a part of mastica-
tion as are mandibular eìevation and depression.

The activity of the neck muscuìature has aìso been shown to influ-

ence the activity of the muscles of mastication. Funakoshi and Amano

(1973) found in decerebrated and ìabyrinthectomized rats, that various

movements of the head el icited activity in the masseter, temporal and

digastric muscles. Furthermore, this af fect \^/as eliminated when the

f i rst three cervi cal nerves b/ere cut. Funakosh i , Fuj i ta and Takehana

(1976) showed that the activity of masticatory muscìes was affected by

various movements of the head in human subjects. They also showed

that this effect appeared to be altered by the presence of occlusal

discrepancies. Wyke (197Ð provided a possibìe explanation for this

phenomenon in his cìaim to have found that mechanicaì receptors in the

cervìcal spine produced reflex activity in the jaw muscles. Unfortu-

nately he did not provide any evidence for this, so that it must re-

main specuìative.

The Neuro-Anatcmic Basis

The neuro-anatomic basis for the relationship between the trigeminal

system which innervates the masticatory apparatus and the nerves sup-

pìying the neck has been studied extensively. ln their examination of

the tr igeminal system, Wal ì and Taub (1962) noted that the descending

tract and nucleus of the trigeminal descended to the cervical seg-
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bres initiaììy travelìing away from the centraì nervous system was

the mediation of some function of the cervicaì cord.

Kerr (1961) found that fibres of the spinal tract of the trigeminal

nerve extended caudaìly into the cervical cord as far as the midpcint

of the second cervical segment. Later, Kerr (1972) found that conver-

gence of the trigeminaì spinal tract and the cervicaì cord systems

extended to the third cervical segnìent with a minimal trigeminal re-

lationship to the level of Cl+ and no direct relationship to C! and be-

ìow. This did not ruìe out some connections, via interneurons, with

these ìower leveìs, but Kerr beìieved such connections to be weak. He

held that this intimate relatìonshìp between the two systems probably

indicated a functional relationship. He could not find any evidence

of trigeminal fibres directìy relating to the motor nuclei of Vl l, lX,

X, Xl or Xll.

Green, DeGroot and Sutin (1957), however, did find that trigeminaì

input produced efferent vol leys in these cranial nerves including Xl,

the accessory cranial nerve, which innervates the sternocìeidomastoid

and trapezius muscles. Kerr and 0lafsson (1961) confirmed the conver-

gence of trigeminaì and cervical dorsal root afferents in the upper

cervical cord in cats, and bel ieved that a simi lar convergence was

suggested by studies on humans. They proposed that this relationship

between the trigeminal and the upper cervical cord could expìain the

spread of facial pain and participate in reflex head turning activi-

ties mediateC by trigeminal input

15
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I'tuch of the work investigating the anatomic reìationship between

the trigeminaì and the upper cervical spinal cord suppìyìng the neck,

has stressed the importance of these findings in relation to craniofa-

cial pain (Cregg, 1977). A number of other studies, however, have

found evidence that the trigeminaì input plays a role in the muscle

activity of the neck and the movements of the head (l4anni et al, 1975;

Abrahams and Richmond, 1977; Abrahams et aì, 1979) . Abrahams (\977)

concluded: "our experiments ìeave us in no doubt that the spinaì tract

of the trigeminaì nerve must pìay a major roìe in the control of head

movement.rl

Rose and Sprott (1979) suggested that the cervicaì motor neurons

are larger, with more potential connections to other nerves, than had

previousìy been thought. This compìexity of input was confirmed by

Coulter et al (197Ð who found that the cervicaì segments controlìing

neck movements received extensive descending projections from the cer-

ebral cortex, brain stem and deep cerebelìar nuclei. Troiani and Pe-

trosini (1981) suggested that trigeminal input to the vestibular sys-

tem may be invoìved with movement and posture of the head which

reguired the involvement of the cervicaì muscles.

An important feature of the functional relationship between the

trigeminal system and the muscìes of the neck is the trigemino-neck

reflex. This refìex appeared to be the first one to arise in the de-

veloping human embryo (Humphrey, .l964). As early as / l/2 weeks into

fetal I ife, stimuìation of the maxi I lary division of the trigeminal

nerve, by light stroking of the perioraì region with a hair, produced

contralateral flexion in the cervical region. This avoidance reflex
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produced contraction of the neck muscles on the contralateral side and

movement of the head away from the stimuìus. Shortìy after the ap-

pearance of this avoidance or "negativerrtype of refìex, a "positiveil

reflex of ipsilateraì flexion toward the stimulus appeared. During

fetal ìife, the trigeminal spinal tract passed to the upper level of

Cb (Humphrey, 1952), The mandibular division appeared to traveì the

farthest caudal ly, and the opthalmic division, the shortest distance

caudal ly. lt was aìso observed that the response to trigeminaì stimu-

lation may have incìuded bilateral shouìder movement thought to be due

to the trapezius muscìe.

(ffris) indicates the transmission of impuìses from the spi-
naì tract of V to both ipsi ìateraì and coaccessory nucìei,
at least, if not other ventraì horn neurons

(Humphrey, 1952) .

The trigemino-neck refìex has been compared to the jaw opening re-

flex (Sumino and Nozaki, 1977) . ln cats, central stimulation of the

infra-orbital nerve produced a vigorous trigemino-neck reflex response

(Sumino et al, l98l). Central stimulation of the inf erior aìveoìar

nerve, the lingual nerve, and the masseter nerve had a simiìar effect,

although they demonstrated a higher threshold of stimuìation. Sumino

and Nozak i (1977) conc I uded that the neck musc ì es rece i ved exc i tatory

input from intra-oral structures and facial musculature, as wel I as

from facial skin.
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hqUSCLE TN PAIN AND DYSFUNCTIt]N

Aìthough joint noises are usuaì ly the most common symptom reported in

Tl4D (Helkimo, 197Ð, pain, oftenof muscuìarorigin, isusuallythe

reason most patients seek treatment. lt has been recognized for some

time that muscìes pìay a ìarge roìe in the pain and dysfunction of TflD

( Schwartz, 1955; Thomson, 1976; Kraus, 1963; Berry, 1967; iïikhai ì and

Rosen, 1980; and Cìark, ,l98ì; and l,loì ìer, l98l) , but the processes

causing and accompanying these problems are not wel ì understood. De-

spite being the largest singìe organ of the human body, accounting for

"¿\O or more of body mass, skeìetal muscìe has not received the atten-

tion it shouìd have by the medical community (Traveìl and Simons,

1983; and Reynoìds, 1983) Th i s I ack of knowl edge concern i ng musc I e

disorders has harnpered the study of al I muscuìoskeletal disorders, in-

cluding Tl,lD. The reader is referred to Carrabre (ì986) for a recent

rev i ew of the I i terature on musc I e pa i n.

Disorders of muscle are often described in terms of tone which is a

non-specific property to describe the generaì state of a muscle when

it is not involved in active movement. lt is not a precise term, but

it is cì inical ìy useful and frequentìy used in the I iterature. For

most purposes, it is defined as "that resistance which is felt by the

examiner's hand on passively extending a muscìert (foley, l96l), but it

also incìudes the feeìing of firmness, oF turgor, of the muscle at a

state of rest. Drachman (lgtll) stated "tone is the result of the vis-

cous and elastic properties of the muscle and its state of contraction

at restr'. He further stressed that: rtalterations of tone may be due

to a variety of influences playing upon the muscìe from many leveìs of

the nervous system, or to intrinsic changes in the muscìe itselfrt.
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Finaì ly, tone is aiso used to describe how vigorousìy the muscìe

reacts, or reflexly contracts in response to various stimul i, particu-

ì ar I y to stretch (Basmaj i an, I 978) .

There are a number of muscle disorders involving muscular tone

(Drachman, 1967). The most common type seen in musculoskeìetaì disor-

ders such as Tl'lD, invoìve increased muscular tone or hypertonus. This

can interfere with normal movement due to the increased resistance to

stretch, and is often accompanied by pain in the muscìe. This in-

creased muscular tone is a form of hyperactivity in the muscìe and is

a common rebponse to pain in the muscIe (Storey, I982).

l4uscìe spasm is another term used to describe hyperactivity in the

muscle (Rasch and Burke, 1978) . Travet I and S imons (ì983) def i ned

spasm as:rrincresed tension with or without shortening of a muscle due

to non-voìuntary motor nerve activi ty". I t nas been postulated that

muscìe pain can produce muscle spasm which in turn exacerbates and

perpetuates the pain, leading to a pain spasm cycìe (Travell et aì,

l9\2). Huscìe spasm does impìy increased muscular activity and in-

creased resistance to stretch, but there are no formal ly defined pa-

rameters f or musc I e spasm such as Et'1G act iv i ty or decreased range of

motion. As a result, the term muscle spasm means different things to

different peopìe and this confusion is reflected in the literature.

For this reason, the use of the term should be avoided unìess it is

formalìy defined and this paper will not use the term except where it
is used in the literature.
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This concept of a self-perpetuating cycìe of pain and spasm is a

common cl inical notion which has been tested experimentaì ìy. De Vries

(.1966) produced fatigue pain in subjects and found that the character-

istic pain, urhich developed 24 to 48 hours after the overuse period,

was accompanied by smaì1, but significant, increases in muscuìar ac-

tivity. He concìuded that a tonic local ized spasm of motor units was

the cause of this pain of late onset. Arroyo (1966) and Cobb et aì,

(197Ð also found evidence of increased activity in painful muscles,

supporting the concept. Brucini et aì ('l98.l) examined muscular activ-

ity in periarticuìar muscles of patients suffering from osteoarthritis

of the knee. They found increased ìeveìs of muscuìar activity in

these patients compared to controì subjects and concìuded that:

these resu I ts seem a ì so to i nd i cate that abnorma I afferent
activity from a tender muscle or other periarticular tender
areas may contribute to the establ ishment of a vicious cy-
cle, by maintaining sustained contraction.

Not all studies, however, confirm these findings (Kraft et al, 1968)

That the reìationship between muscle pain and increased muscle ac-

tivity (spasm) is not a simple and direct one, can be seen in a number

of stud i es. Nouwen and Sol i nger (197Ð stud i ed the effect iveness of

EHG feedback training in the treatment of low back pain and found

that, with training, both the muscle activity measured by EHG and pain

in the lumbar muscles decl ined. Some time after training however, E¡lG

levels tended to rise toward previous levels, whi le pain did not.

l4cGlynn et al (1979) similarly found that El,lG feedback produced a de-

cline in pain after muscle exercise. El,lG activity was not altered un-

til 48 hours later when it did not rise, as De Vries (.l966) had found

¡t did under normaì circumstances without El'{G feedback.
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lf it can be accepted that muscle pain can give rise to increased

muscìe activity in some cases, one is stilì confronted with the prob-

lem of what produced the muscìe pain initialìy. lt would seem ìikely

that muscle hyperactivity is capable of producing the initial pain,

much as it does during overuse in exercise (Storey, j982). Storey

stated that this pain due to sustained hyperactivity is caused by the

reìease and buildup of endogenous pain producing substances within the

musc I e.

This leads to the question of what leveì of muscle activity wi ì I

produce such pain. I'loìler (198.l) examined this problem and believed

that susta ined contract ions of as I i tt I e as 5?6 (or poss ib ìy less) of

the maximum contraction can ìead to signs of tiredness. l'loller (ì981)

referred to two studies (Lous et al, 1970; and Sheikholeslam et al,

l98l) as "the first quantitative proof of an association between natu-

ral muscular hyperactivity and pain". Rugh (ì982) examined a number

of studies which investigated muscìe hyperactivity simi lar to that

seen in Tf4D patients including the studies of Christensen (1971, 1978,

and 197Ð, Banasik and Laskin (1972), and Scott and Lundeen, (1980).

Rugh (1982) concluded that "these studies cìearìy demonstrate that

muscìe hyperactivity can result in symptoms similar to those found in

(Tl'10) pat ients.rl

Sheikholesìam (i985) stated: '¡it is generaì ly accepted that abnor-

maì muscle activity in terms of hyperactivity ís a prime factorrrin

the et io ì ogy of TllD .
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FACTI]RS EXAHINED IN ffiUSCULOSKELETAL DYSFUNCTIt]N

A variety of parameters of musculoskeletaì function are examined in

studies of dysfunction; the two most common and informative ones being

electromyography and range of motion tests. These same techniques are

used in the study of many sports (Kraus, 1977) because they are impor-

tant components of function in the examination of the muscuìoskeletaì

system, both in heaìth and disease. Some studies use high speed com-

puterized motion pictures to examine the pattern of movements, but

this method is seldom used in cl inical studies of dysfunction because

of the expense. Range of motion tests are a more basic and simpl ified

study of motion designed to determine the subjects' I imits to movement

and hence the extent of the dysfunction. lt is a useful measurement

to foì ì ow the progress i on of

tion.

dysfunct i on i n exacerbat i on or resol u-

A third parameter related to the movement pattern is that of pos-

ture which is a measure of the relative posítion of the body parts in

various repeatabìe poses, usually: standing, sitting or ìying. lt is

not often used in formal studies for reasons which are not clear. lt

is however, frequentìy used in cl inical assessments of individuaìs

with musculoskeletal disorders by a variety of health care workers in-

c ì ud i ng dent i sts and phys i otherap i sts.

F lectrsnyognaphy

Probably the most powerfuì tool in examining the muscuìoskeìetal sys-

tem is electromyography, or EHG, which measures the electrical activi-

ty of muscìes by the analysis of the ampìified action potentials gen-



erated by the musc I es dur i ng funct i on or rest i ng postures.
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The raw

EllG signals can be fi ìtered eìectronicaì ìy and can be further pro-

cessed by computer to integrate the signaì, yieìding compìex data on

the act iv i ty of the musc le (Soderberg and Cook, 1984) . El'1G has many

potentiaì uses, but in studies of muscular function, it is chiefly

used to determine the timing and coordinatiom of muscle activity and

the relative ìeveìs of activity of different muscles in different

tasks and under different conditions.

El'lG has been used to study these parameters of musc le f unct ion in

the masticatory muscìes during various tasks, in Tt4D patients (Jara-

bak, 19561 and Hunroe, 197Ð or in those given occlusal anomaìies

(Randow et al, 1976; Bakke and lloìler, 1980; and Sheikhoìeslam and Ri-

i se, 1983) . General ly, these studies conf i rmed the al teration of the

pattern of masticatory muscle activity from that seen in normal con-

trols. El4G has also been used to examine the muscle activity in vari-

ous postures of the body and head (Portnoy and l'1or in, 1956¡ Poppen and

l,laurer , 1982; Sturgis et al , .l984) . lt was f ound that some postures

of the body, or structural relationships, are associated with higher

or lower muscle activity and it was shown that in some cases, minor

displacements produced significant changes in activi ty.

At both the clinical and research leveìs, EÈlG has been used in pa-

tients with musculoskeletal disorders. ln patients with headaches or

backaches, it has been used as a source of biofeedback, in an attempt

to teach these patients to become aware of their muscìe activity and

to try to lower it. Given the complexity of muscle involvement in

such disorders, anci our present lack of knowledge, it is not surpris-



i ng that EI'4G b i of eedback i s successf u I

for others (Carlsson et aì , 1975; Hart

Ì'cm, l gBl+) .

2l+

some pat i ents, wh i I e not so

Cichanski, 1981 and Dahlst-

As powerful a measuring tool as EflG is, it does not provide an une-

quivocal reading of muscle activity in a subject. Beyond the techni-

cal factors relating to the signal processing, electronic equipment,

and electrodes, a number of factors can aìter the muscle activity and

El4G signaì produced (Sturgis et al, .l984). These factors include the

part of the muscìe or motor units sampled by the eìectrodes, the pre-

cise motion executed by the subject, as welì as its speed and vigor;

subtìe differences in these factors may aìter the pattern of muscular

activity. The levels of muscle activity can also be altered by fa-

tigue and dysfunction in the musculoskeletal system. lf these factors

are i gnored, they may cause conf I i ct i ng and confus i ng resu I ts when

d i fferent stud i es are compared. An exampì e of th i s may be seen i n

studies of the trapezius muscle which is commonly involved in headach-

êc

The trapezius is considered to be a shoulder muscìe (Grayrs Anato-

ffiy, .l980), but it is also capable of moving the head in lateraì flex-

ion and rotation if the shoulcier is fixed. A number of studies have

examined the trapezius muscìe function with most concluding that it is

not active in unresísted head movements (Yamshon and Bierman, t!48;

Wiedenbauer and Hortensen, 1952; Freitas and Vitti, 1980; and Bull et

â1, ì984) . ln contrast however, Sturgis et al (.l984) reported that

the trapezius was more active in head movements than the sternocleido-

mastoid, which is considered to be a prime mover in head movements

for

and
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(Rasch and Burke, 1978; and Gray's Anatomy, l98O). ln this latter

study, the subjects were told to touch thei r ear to thei r shouìder

which required significant shouìder eìevation as weìl as side fìexion

of the head and neck. Therefore one cannot conclude from this study

that the trapezius muscle is active in head movements.

Range of Motion

0ne of the most useful cì inical parameters for measuring the function

of the musculoskeletaì system is range of motion. lt is a measure of

the angular distance through which a joint, or compìex of joints, can

be moved from a defined neutraì position to the ìimits of movement in

a given body plane. Because motion is such a vitaì component of mus-

culoskeletal function, range of motion is a fundemental measure of

dysfunction in any region (Cole and Tobias, 1982; Tomberì in et al,
.l984; and Saunders, .l985) 

.

Range of motion is actuaìly a specific measure of the fìexibility

of a subject in a given joint system and flexibity is an important

component of physicaì fitness (I,leìls, 1971). Cooper et al (ì982) stat-

ed:

As with strength, the inabiì ity to perform normal ROH (range
of motion) exercises at a specific joint may indicate severe
restrictions on normal functioning and may prevent perform-
ance of some common necessary movements.

ln the treatment of muscuìoskeletaì problems, increasing, or restor-

ing, range of motion in a joint system is often a primary goaì and a

measure of success (Gouìd and Davies, 1985) Dentists use range of mo-

tion to assess masticatory function; restricted mandibular movements

are pathognomic of THD (eola, .l980).
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ln the cì inicaì setting, range of motion is not simpìy a singìe

measurement at each joint; rather, it includes such factors as: pain

during movement, ease of movement, and the sensation of the quaìity of

limitation present. This ìatter factor may include a sudden unyeiìd-

ing bìock or a gradual sensation of irrcreasing resistance ìeading to a

restriction in movement (Barak et aì, 1985). There are also two kinds

of range of mot i on tests performed: act i ve, where i n the pat i ent moves

the join-u through its range with his own muscies, possibly under the

guidance of the cl inician; and passive, wherein the cl inician both

guides and produces the movement himseìf to the I imit of motion. This

information is anaìyzed to determine the tissues and pathological pro-

cesses invoìved in the restrictions to movement.

Wel ìs and Luttgens (lgle) I isted the three major factors,

sues, determining a jointrs range of motion as being:

limiting the range

trauma to the joint

or tis-

l. shape of the articuìar surfaces and capsular structures

2. restra i n i ng effect of the I i gaments

3. muscl es.

One can see that the first two factors wiìì remain stable over time

with only the possibiìity of gradual change, except in the case of

acute trauma. lluscle, however, is a very labi le tissue which can be

altered to affect the range of motion at a joint within several hours

or days (Gossman et al, i982).

It is reasonable bel ieve that muscles must play a large role in

motion in acute disorders not involving major

I igaments (Korr, 197Ð. This is a common cl in-

to

of

or
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ical idea, but it is not weì ì studied or documented. Two treatment

modal ities directed toward treating the muscìes, massage and muscìe

stretch, have been studied (Crossman et al, 1984; and 0deen, 198.l, re-

spect i ve I y) and found to produce i ncreased range of mot i on i n pa-

t i ents.

There are a number of guides to muscìe testing which describe the

techniques for range of motion testing and the average measurement for

each joint system in the three planes of motion (American Academy of

0rthopedic Surgeons, 1965¡ Russe, 1972; Gerhardt and Russe, j975; Hop-

penfieìd, 1976). The figures given for the average range of motion

are more accurateìy described as being figures for heaìthy individuaìs

with no pathoìogy; thus the figures given should be considered more

ideal than normaì.

There are no definitive rules to determine when a range of motion

measurement indicates dysfunction; the accompanying findings and the

patient himself wiìl heìp to determine the presence and degree of dys-

function. 0ften the best guide is to compare the measurements for

each sìde of the body, which should be similar if there is no dysfunc-

tion (Lehmkuhl and Smith, 1983) . The measurement of range of motion

is of ìimited value by itself, but must be interpreted in relation to

the other findings of dysfunction and the pattern of aìteration, in

the range, over time. For this reason, the range of motion measure-

ment is particuìarìy valuabìe to determine the progression and resolu-

tion of musculcskeìetal dysfunction.
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The importance of range of motion for the vertebral column and neck

is as great as it is for other joints, âlthough the situation is more

compl i cated because these are muì ti -joi nt systems. Neverthe ì ess,

range of motion is an important parameter to measure in studying dys-

function of the necl< (Jackson, 1977; l4aitìand and Brewerton, 1977;

Itlaitland, 1979; Hanus-Garlinghous and Bloom, 1979; and Gould, .|985).

There have been few recent studies of neck range of motion, but there

have been several in the past few decades (Leighton, l)j6a, 1956b;

Buck e'u al, 1959; Kotke and llundaìe, 1959; Lysell, l96l; Ferlic,

1962) . These studies produced few important results except to show

the normal range of measurements in severaì populations, i I ìustrating

the variabiìity between individuaìs and that range of motion tended to

decline witir age. The average figures discovered in these studies

were similar to those found in the muscle testing books listed above,

but the inter-subject variabi I ity demonstrated the need to assess each

subject as an individual, rather than comparing them to a publ ished

standard. Jackson (1977) and Gouìd (lg8¡) stressed the need of com-

paring the range of motion of the neck in the two directions; balance

in the muscles of each side of the neck is important.

Postune

A third factor to be investigated in the study of the muscuìoskeletal

system and its dysfunction is that of posture. 0f the three factors

discussed, i t is the ìeast frequently used in research studies, al-

though it is commonly ì isted as an important part of the examination

of musculoskeletal probìems (l'lanus-Garlinghous and Bloom, 1979; Kes-

sler, 1983; and Saunders, 'l985), including TltD (Dougìas, l9B2).
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erage posture; just as a normal

Kendal ì and l4cCreary (1982) , in a
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posture rather than an av-

text on muscle function and testing,

descr ibed the standard postu¡-e as be ing a matter of skeletaì aìign-

ment. ln the frontal view, the ideal posture is characterized by bal-

ance or symmetry. The ideal posture in the ìateral view involves a

balance of normal posturaì curves, but is impossible to describe con-

ciseìy, and the reacier, if interested, is encouraged to consuìt the

Kendal I and HcCreary text. ldeal postural al ignment ìs rare in

adults. For instance, the uniìateral dominance of a hand or handed-

ness, leads to a posturaì asymmetry in many cases, consisting of a

lower shoulder on the dominant side, hips higher and deviated to the

dominant side, with the spine tending to be deviated to the opposite

s ide.

It is a widely held beliei by many in the heaìth care field that

faulty posture can lead to, or perpetuate, muscuìar symptoms of pain,

fatigue, and strain (Lowman and Young, .l960; Kendall and ltlcCreary,

1982; Hartley, 1983; Espinoza, .|983), but there is I ittle or no re-

search to defend this common clinicaìly accepted idea. lt has been

suggested by some, that faulty posture is more often the result of

muscle symptoms and disease rather than its cause (Joseph, 'l960) . 0ne

does see faulty posture of a ìong-standing nature accompanied by weak-

ness and chronìc shortening of the muscles, but it is virtually impos-

sible to determine which preceeded and caused the other.

It is aìso generaììy accepted that faulty skeìetal alignment due to

poor posture will produce, over a ìong period of time, osteoarthritic

an ideal

class I occlusion is an ideaì one.
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changes in the joints (wel ls and Luttgens, 1976) , but there is r ittle
direct evidence for this. This process can take decades, but may arise

from the increased stress pìaced on various joint surfaces by the

fauìty skeletal aì ignment. As supporting evidence, one can cite the

fact that, by the age of 40 years, most people will show the signs, if
not the symptoms, of cervicaì spondylosis or osteoarthritic changes of

the cervical vertebra (l'ta¡tland, 1982) and a f orward head posture is

considered to be one of the most common postural faults (Wel ls and

Luttgen,1976). This may be a normaì process of aging which is acceì-

erated by the additional stresses of poor posture, so that it may also

be cons i dereci a pathol og i ca I process.

An ini,eresting book deal ing with posture, among other concepts, is

The Alexander Technique by Barìow (1982). The technique invoìves an

approach to the musculoskeletal system which stresses "that there are

certain ways of using your body which are better than others'r and if
these are ignored, dysfunction and degeneration wi ì I resul t. The book

stressed the importance of correct posture and patterns of movement,

pl ac i ng part i cu ì ar emphas i s on the head and neck, as the author be-

lieved that misuse of the entire body often begins in that region.

0ne specífic structural and posturaì abnormaì ity which has been

cited as a potential cause of symptoms such as backache and ìeg pain,

is the 'rshort leg syndromerr (Nichols, 1960) . The abnormaì posture in

this case is actually due to a structural probìem where the legs are

of unequal length; generaì ìy a 1/2 inch discrepancy is deemed to be

significant. Nichoìs found in his study that in a control sampìe, 7Z

showed a significantìy shorter lug, whiìe in a group of patients with
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low bachache, the percentage with such a discrepancy rose to 222. The

situation is complex, with a number of other factors invoìved such as

angulation of the sacrum with respect to the peìvis and angulation of

the lumbar spine (Traveìì and Simons, 1983). lt is clear that no pos-

tural fault exists in isolation without the involvement of related

structures.

Gelb (1979) has suggested that the postural abnormal ities caused by

a short leg can extend up to the mandible in some cases and he claimed

good success wíth the treatment of the short leg and the TflD symptoms

with a ìeg I ift in such patients. As in patients with occìusaì dis-

crepancies, patients wi th the structural probìem of a short ìeg may

rernain asymptomatic until some additional stress on the system over-

whelms the i r capac i ty to adapt.

It would seem tlrat postural problems may be related to pathoìogical

changes in muscles and joints, but this is not wel I documented. To

study this reìationship, wouìd involve a number of very long and in-

volved longitudina'l studies, but this would be a very fruitful area of

research. The question remai ns whether or not posturaì abnormal i ties

are the cause or the effect of those pathoìogical changes.

5uuruy

These three factors of eìectromyography, r.ange of motíon, and posture

are not the onl y important parameters i n musculoskeletal dysfunction,

but they are the ones most commonly used in research and cl inical

practice. Although they are often considered separateìy, these fac-

tors are aìways related in some way. The interaction of the various
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important part of the disorder, âS dysfunction in one

often accompan i ed by dysfunct i on revea ì ed i n another .

For instance, ìack of flexibi ì ity, or a decreased range of motion, is

often reìated to a persistent fauìty al ignment or posture (Kendal ì et

a1, 1952; and Ccoper et aì, .1982) . Each may represent a different

manifestation of the underlying dysfunction, but resuìts must be in-

rerpreted in the context of aì I the findings to deveìop a compìete un-

derstand i ng of the d i sorder .

THE INVESTIGATIt]N t]F HEAD POSTURF IN THE DENTAL LITERATURE

Kudler et aì (1952) bel ìeved in studying the dental apparatus in its

broadest sense ìncluding the posture of the head, the bones and their

articulations in the head and neck, and the muscìes of the neck. They

discussed the interactive nature of these structures, and hence their

i mpor t.ance to den t i s ts . Whi le the posture of the head has not been

compìetely ignored in the dentaì literature, it has perhaps not re-

ceived the attention that it deserves. Fortunately, this situation

seems to be improving, with a nevr interest in head posture developing

as dental researchers and clinicians ìook beyond the immediate area of

the oral cavity (t'lohl, 1977l' Vig et al, 1980; Daìy et al, 1982; and

Darl i ng et al, 1984) .

The posture of the head has been reìated to the morphology of the

head and face by some, in suggest¡ng that individuals with retrognath-

ic mandibles wiìl extend their heads to make their chins appear more

prominent while persons with prognathic mandibles wilì tend to flex

the head to reduce the prominence of their chin. This hypothesis has
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been questioned in the literature (Cleall, Aìexander and l'lclntyre,

1966; and Lundstrom, .ì982) and supported (l'larcotte, ì98.l), but lurther

research is required.

The best research into skuì I morphoìogy and the natural posture of

the head has been carried out by Solow and Taì lgren (l97la, l97lb,

1976 and 1977). ln this series of experiments, they deveìoped a pro-

tocol for taking lateraì cephaìometric fi lms in the patientrs natural

head position with an acceptable degree of error. Their most signifi-

cant finding was that the posture of the head and the vertebraì column

was correìated to the verticaì relationships in the facial skeleton

and the anguìation of the craniaì base, rather than antero-posterior

facial skeleton relationships. They found that a great deal of the

rrariation in the posture of the head is expressed as variations in the

angul at i on and curvature of the vertebraì col umn rather than s impì y

changes in the anguìation of the head to an external reference of the

true verticaì. This latter measure of head posture is, therefore,

only one aspect of the total picture, âìthough most studies look at

this factor excìusiveìy due to the non-feasibi I ity of taking a large

number of cephalometric fi lms for a research project.

The posture of the head, neck, and related structures has been ex-

amined from the standpoint of the important functions for which the

region is responsible, incìuding mastication, degìutition, and respi-

ration (Bench, 1963; Vig et al, ì980), as weìl as to the relationship

of the mandible, hyoid bone, and tongue (HcCarthy,l980). lt has been

shown that changes in head posture wilì produce changes in the resting

position of the mandibìe (Posseìt, 1952:. Brill et al, t95g; Preisk-
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el,1965; and Dombardy, 1966). lt has also been suggested that changes

in head postui-e could produce alterations in craniofaciaì morphology

and may produce the typicaì craniofacial structures seen in mouth-

breathers with excessive adenoid tissue (Solow and Kreiborg, j977).

The effect of head posture on occìusaì contacts has also been in-

vest igated. I'lcLean et a ì (197Ð looked at the pettern of occ lusa I

contact due to graded changes in the ti ìt of the entire body in the

sagital pìane, âltering the posture of the head in relation to gravi-

ty. They found that in voìuntary closure there was no alteration in

the occìusal contacts, but that eìectricaì ìy stimuìated jaw closure

did produce more distal tooth contact as the body approached the su-

pine position. Hairston and Blanton ('l983) found that as the body was

recl ined from the upright to the supine position, the activity of a

number of masticatory and reìated muscles was aìtered. They suggested

that the maintenance of a patent airway was the major determinant of

these muscu I ar changes . Funakosh i , Fuj i ta, and rakehana (1976) demon-

strated that the masticatory muscles showed altered activity, in re-

sponse to various movements of the head, which could not be explained

by the need for airway maintenance. 0thers (Brenman and Amsterdam,

1963; Robinson , 1966; lilohl , 1976 and Winnberg anct pancherz, .|983)

have discussed the possible significance of head posture on masticato-

ry muscle function and occlusion, but could draw no firm concìusions.

The subject of head posture has recentl

the dental literature, but this attention

on the posture of the head in the mid-sagi
.|985) and Rocabado (.l981) have discussed

ture as viewed from the frontaì plane.

y received more attention in

has aìmost ent i reì y focused

taì pìane. 0nìy Gelb (1979,

the importance of head pos-
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STUDIES NF ffiUSCUIOSKELETAL DYSFUNCTION

Unfortunateìy, dysfunction in the muscuìoskeletai system has not been

extensiveìy studied or documented, and its treatment remains largeìy

based on cl inicaì experience and judgement. Nevertheìess, there are

studies examining dysfunction in the axial skeleton which use two of

the major parameters of muscuìoskeletal function previously discussed:

e I ectromyography and range of mot i on .

Back pain and dysfunction has probably received the greatest atten-

tion in the I iterature. Woìf et al (.|979) ìooked at range of motion

and EllG activity in the low backs of normaì subjects during normal

function and movement to deveìop normative data, to which back pain

patients could be compared. ln most studies, the resting Et'lG levels

have been examined because it was thought that muscle tonus at rest

r^rouìd reveal the presence of pain and dysfunction. Wolf et al (1979)

believed that EHG activity during movement may be more important in

cases of dysfunction. Jayasi nghe et al (1978) looked at postural fa-

tigue in low back pain and found that backache patients showed large

increases in El,lG activity whiìe standing, whereas controì subjects

showed a decì ine in Ievels. They beì ieved that fatigue of back mus-

cles may pìay a role in backache. Horeover, the backache patients

showed cìear differences in left and right back muscle activity and

this finding was particularìy marked in two subjects who had a recur-

rence of pa i ri wi th i n two months of the i nvest i gat i on.

Kravitz et al (1981) ìooked at Ei\4G levels in back muscles of back

pain patients compared to controls, and found that resting Ievels were

similar in the two groups. They found, however, tha-r- when the sub-
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jects were told to tense another set of muscìes, the activity of the

paraìumbar muscìes increased in the back pain patients, whereas the

ncrmal group exhìbited no such increase. Coììins et al (1982) found

that cht-onic back pain patients actuaì ly demonstrated loler paraspinaì

EMG activity levels during various movements and resting postures,

when compared to a matched group of controìs. Under stress, however,

the chronic back patients showed a greater reaction in the muscles

than the contro ì s .

A particuìarly interesting study (Sherman, 1985) examined left and

right paraspinaì activity in three groups of subjects: those with no

history of back pain; those with a history of episodic back pain but

none at the time of the study; and chronic low back pain patients of

various diagnoses. He ìooked at El4G activity in the muscles in sever-

aì different resting postures and movements, and found that alÌ chron-

ic back patients showed at least one posture or movement with a high

El'lG level. The particular af fected movement or posture however, did

not appear reìated to the diagnostic subgroup. This study was signif-

icant because it examined each subject individuaìly, rather than pooì-

ing the results. lt demonstrated the uniqueness of EltlG abnormaìities

in dysfunction and pain, which can be lost or obscured if the patient

results are pooled. This may explain some of the confì icting findings

concerning El4G activity in patients with musculoskeletal disorders.

There are few studies of the neck region, but Jacobs and Felton

(1969) found that feedback was successful in reducing muscuìar activi-

ty in neck injury patients. Peat (lgl6) used both EllG and electrogo-

niometry measurinS joint motion to study normal and abnormal movements
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in the shoulder complex. Nordermar (,l98'l) testeC the use of transcu-

taneaous nerve stimulation in the treatment of acute neck pain and

found that range of motion was significantìy improved in aìl three

pìanes of head motion.

Unfortunately, of the reìatively few studies of musculoskeìtal dys-

function carried out recently, most are either epidemiologicaì or ret-

rospective in nature. ln these studies, subjects are often pooled into

groups with individuaì differences being obscured. The subjects are

often chronic patients who couid be expected to have more compìex pat-

terns of symptoms and dysfunction, further compl icating their examìna-

tion. The onìy prospective studies carried out in muscuìoskeletal

disorders are the provocation studies examining the role of occlusion

in TiïD. These studies, however, do not ìook beyond the immediate oraì

region for invoìvement of more disrant, but related structures.
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MATERIAL AND METHI]DS

SAMPLE

The study was carried out on eight subjects; all but one of whom were

dental students. The subjects were young (average age of 22 years,

with a range of 20 to 28 years) and healthy, and included five males

and three femaìes. Prior to the study, the subjects were given a com-

prehensive examination and history (see Appendix A and B) which was

designed to screen out any potential subject having significant muscu-

loskeìetal dysfunction (particularìy Tl'lD, neck problem or chronic

headache) and to identify any factors which may determine the course

of the subj ectr s react i on to the exper i menta ì procedure.

All subjects had a Cìass I molar and cuspid relationship and demon-

strated ei ther no discrepancy between centric reìation or retruded

contact position and centric occlusion or intercuspal posîtion, or a

small (less than I mm.) anterior slide of the mandible from centric

reìation to centr ic occlusion. No subject demonstrated any lateraì

deviation of the mandibìe from centric relation to centric occìusion.

Five subjects had ful ì natural dentitions exclusive of third moìars.

One subject was congenital ly missing one ìateral incisor; one subject

was missing four second bicuspids after they were extracted as part of

orthodontic treatment. One subject was missing a lower first moìar

extracted in chi ldhood due to carious breakdown, but the second molar

had erupted into the space left by the extracted tooth.

-38-
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None of the subjects showed evidence or reported significant signs

or symptoms of muscuìoskeletal dysfunction in the masticatory appara-

tus, neck or shoulder region. l'lost of the subjects reported occasion-

al clicking of one or both of the Tt'tJ's on wide opening, but this was

not associated with pain or locking of the joints so was not consid-

ered a contraindication to their inclusion in the study. Host of the

subjects reported that they suffered from occasional headaches usuaì ìy

assoc i ated wi th stress, but they d i d not occur frequent I y and never

lasted more than a day.

0nìy subject number I reported any history of symptoms from the

lower back. He bel ieved this was due to a minor injury suffered six

years ago. As a result, this subject occasionaììy (approximately once

per month) experienced a dull ache in the lower back which normaìly

lasted no longer than one day and never for more than two days. This

f i nd i ng was not cons i dered ser i ous enough to warrant exc I us i on from

the study because occasional lower back pain is a very common ailment.

It also did not seem severe in this subject due to its episodic occu-

rence and rapid resolution with no involvement of the upper back or

neck reg i on.

EOUIPMENT AND METHÍ]DÍ]L[]GY

EhlG Equiprnent

The electrical activity of the

bipoìar si ìver/si lver chloride

(Beckman lnstruments, lnc.

650950) connected to a pa i r

3 bilateral muscles were recorded with

surface el ectrodes 0.4 cm i n d i ameter

Schi ì ler Park, I L 60176, Cataìog No.

of twisted conductors surrounded by a
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grounded shieìd. The Et4G signal was ampì ified at an overal ì voìtage

gain of 4000. The input impedance of the ampì ifier was 20 megaohms

and the common mode impedance was l0 megaohms. The band width extend-

ed from 22 hertz (Hz) to in excess of 2.3 RHz. The common mode rejec-

tion ratio was from 80 to 100 db at 60 Hz. The signaì ampì ifier was

designed and built by Hr. Arthur Quanbury in the electronic shop at

the Biomedical Engineering Research Department of the Rehabilitation

Cenire for Chiìdren, Winnipeg. The raw Et'lG signaì was processed by

means of fuìì wave rectification and first order low pass filtering

wìth a Jdb cut off frequency at l0 Hz to form a ìinear envelope pro-

cessed signaì. A I inear envelope signaì closely fol lows the ampì itude

of the peaks of the raw EllG and is a suitable method for recording

peak activity (Winter, i983). This processed signal was recorded by a

series 2500 eight channel Honeywel I penwriter (noael .l508). The sen-

sitivity of the EHG recording apparatus extended from 0.! to 200

vo I ts,/cm

EMG ELECTRI]DE PLACEMENT

Three paired muscìes were examined in this study: the upper trapezius,

the sternocleidomastoids, and the anter ior temporaì i s. The upper tra-

pezius muscle presented several difficulties: as with recording the

activity of other thoracic muscles, EKG artifacts were ampl ified and

recorded in addition to the skeletaì muscuìar activity. These arti-

facts couìd not be eì iminated and made the measurement of low level

muscular activity diff¡cult and potentially misleading. As the upper

trapezius muscle is not normally active in head movements (Freítas and

Vitti, 1980 and Bulì et al, 1984), the muscular activity levels were
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expected to be ìow. lt was hoped that the activity of the upper tra-

pezius muscles would be high enough after the period of spì int wear

for their peak activity to be measured accurateìy. When the data was

anaìysed at the concìusion of the study, however, this did not turn

out to be the case, so the activity of the trapezius muscìes was not

i nc ì uded i n the resu ì ts of the s tudy .

The pìacement of the eìectrodes over the bi lateraì anterior tempo-

ral muscles was modified after the technique of Ahìgren et al (j97Ð.

To position the electrodes, a ruler was placed resting on the superior

attachment of the ear i n ì i ne wi th the outer canthus of the eye and a

mark was made on the skin 4 cm dorsal to the outer canthus of the eye.

A mark was then pìaced J cm superior to the first mark on a ìine per-

pendicuìar to the temporal reference ìine formed by the lower edge of

the horizontaì ruler, and another mark was made 6 cm superior to the

temporal reference I ine aìong the same perpendicuìar I ine. The two

el ectrodes were pl aced immedi ateì y i nfer i or to the two upper marks so

that they were 2.i and 5.5 cm above the temporaì reference ìine (see

Fígure l). ln al ì cases this placed the eìectrodes for the paired an-

terior temporal muscìes wel I over the body of the muscle.

The pìacement of the electrodes over the paired sternocleidomastoid

muscles was modified after the techniques of Lippold (1961) and poppen

and Èlaurer (1982). The subject was dírected to turn his head slightly

to the opposite side of electrode placement to bring the sternocìeido-

mastoid muscìe into a verticaì I ine. A ruler was centered over the

bulk of the muscle and two marks were made on the skin, J cm and 8 cm

inferior to the mastoid process. An eìectrode was affixed immediateìy

superior to each of these marks so that the electrodes were pìaced
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process (see Figure l).
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to the mastoid

Prior to electrode placement, the skin at the site was cleansed

with an alcohol soaked cotton gauze sponge and abraded with the rough

sawcut end of a ! mm diameter wooden dowel. The electrodes containing

electrode paste (Beckman lnstrunlents lnc., Schilìer Park, lL 6Oj76,

Catalog No. 20ì210) were then affixed with doubìe sided adhesive col-

lars (Sensor l'ledics, Anaheim, CA, 92806, Cataìog No. 650\54) . The

electrode resistances were always less than .l00 
Kohm and usual ly less

than J0 Kohm. A ground e'l ectrode was placed over the ulnar styloid

process of the right hand.
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Figure ì: Electrode Placement

Reference I ines and electrode placements
for the anterior temporal is and
sternocl eidomastoid musc I es
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HEAD PÍ]STURE MEASUREMENT

The resting posture of the head in the frontal pìane was recorded by

photographing the subjects as they stood before a grid fixed to the

wall. This grid contained lines spaced ì0 cm apart aìigned perpendic-

ular and paraì ìel to a verticaì pìumb ì ine. The subjects stood in

their stocking feet, on a fixed mark on the fìoor. A 35 mm singìe

ìens ref ìex camera (lit inoìta l'lodeì XG7) was f ixed in a bracket on the

walì opposite the grid at a distance of 3.7 l^ f rom the grid and 1.5 l'1

frorn the floor. The camera was f itted with a Kiron 28 mm lens with a

3X teleconverter (vivitar) producing an effective focal length of 7\

mm. A fìash unit (t4odel l7B, Braun corp.) was used in addition to the

ambient ì ight for an exposure of 1/6oth of a second. The fiìm used

was Fuj ichrome .l00 
ASA color transparency fi ìm (Fuj i Photo Fi ìm co.

Ltd.).

NECK RANGE OF IIIOTION EXAIHTNAT(]N

The active range of motion of the head and neck in lateral flexion was

measured accord i ng to the protocol out I i ned by Gerhardt and Russe

(1975). An ínternational standard goniometer (Rajowal t Co., Atwood

lndiana) was used for all measurements. The axis of the goniometer

I^Jas placed over the spinous process of the C7 vertebra with the f ixed

arm aì igned with the spinous processes of the thoracic vertebra, and

the movabìe goniometer arm was set at 180 degrees to the fixed arm.

The subjects were told to hold their heads in a natural resting pos-

ture or upright position, the movable arm of the goniometer was then

placed against the head and held there by the examiner's free hand.

The subjects were then told to side flex their heads to the left with-
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out any rotation as far as they could comfortably move, hold for a few

seconds, and return to the neutra I pos i t i on. Dur i ng the movement, the

examiner held the fixed reference arm of the goniometer against the

thoracic spinous processes and the movable arm to the head which moved

in an arc with the ìateral flexion of the head and neck. The arc of

the movable armrs path was recorded to the nearest degree. The sub-

jects were told to move only their head and neck, keeping the shoul-

ders and back stable, and that they were to perform the movement with

the examiner's hand gentìy touching their heads to ensure that rota-

tion of the head did not occur during the movement. The range of mo-

tion was measured to the ìeft in this way ! consecutive times followed

by the measurement of the range of ìateral head fìexion to the right

five times. The goniometer position on the subject was maintained for

the measurements in both directions and all measurements were taken by

the same examiner with the subject seated in the same chair. After

the measurements were taken, the subjects were asked to judge whether

or not they feìt that it was more difficuìt or easier to side flex

their head in one dírection. lf they did feel a difference between

the two sides, they were asked to describe what they felt was the

cause of this asymmetrical feel to their neck movement.

SPLINT CONSTRUCTION

The spl ints were constructed on casts made from alginate impressions

(Jeltrate-1.D. caulk co.) taken at the time of the initial examina-

tion of the subject. The impressions were poured in dental stone (Coe

Cal-Coe Laboratories). A wax bite occlusaì registration was taken at

the same time to register the subjectrs centric occlusion. The inter-
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dentaì freeway space of each subject was aìso measured at this time

after the technique described by Boucher, Hickey, and Zarb (ì978). To

determine their rest verticaì dimensions the subjects sat upright in a

dentaì chair with their heads unsupported and were told to reìax their
jaws, swaì ìow, and reìax again. with the ì ips ì ightìy in contact,

each subject was asked to hum and the distance between two marks

pìaced on the nose and the chin were measured. The subjects were then

told to bring their teeth together and the distance between the same

two marks was measured again. The difference between the rest verti*
cal dimension and the dental contact position was determined to be the

interdental freeway space. ln all subjects, this distance was found to

be between 2 to l+ mm. The spì ints were constructed and adjusted so

that the subjectsr teeth were opened approximateìy I mm. beyond their

freeway space i n the anter i or reg i on.

The casts were mounted in a Galetti articuìator for the initial
construction of the ful I coverage spl i nt. Aì I spl i nts were construct-

ed on the lower arch. lnitial ìy, Coe-soft resi I ient denture I iner

(Coe Laboratories lnc.) was flowed around the undercuts and embrasures

of the teeth, to act as a splint liner on non-occìusal tooth surfaces,

for subject comfort and to aid in retention. Langrs Jet Acryìic (Lang

Dental ltlfg. co. lnc.) was made into a doughy mix and formed around the

teeth of the ìower arch. The cast with the unset acryì ic was then

pìaced in an Acri-Dense Pneumatic Curing Unit (Coe Laboratories lnc.)

at J0 P.s.l.' allowing the acryl ic to polymerize for at least J0 min-

utes.
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Subj ects were random ì y ass i gned to one of t\^/o groups:

l.

2.

right side splint built-up

ìeft side spl int bui lt-up.

Al I subjects were right-handed, so that one half of the subjects wore

the spl int bui ldup on their dominant side (referred to as the dominant

group) and one half of the subjects wore the spì int bui ldup on the

non-dominant side (referred to as the non-dominant group).

The splints were trimmed to approximately 2 to J mm from the teeth

in alì areas except the posterior occlusal surface on the side where

the spìint was to be buiìt up. 0n this side, the splint was trimmed

on the articuìator so that the upper posterior teeth and cuspids con-

tacted the spl int on the buiìdup side at an opening of approximately 1+

to 6 mm beyond the interdental freeway space in the anterior region.

The balance of the spl int adjustment was performed in the subjects'

mouths using articulating paper (Articodent-union Broach co. lnc.) to

indicate occlusal contact with the spl int. During this finaì adjust-

ment, the splints were modified so that they contacted the upper pos-

terior teeth and cuspids on the buildup side on at least one cusp tip
(usually more), ât a vertical opening of 2 to 4 mm beyond the inter-

dental freeway space or rest vertical dimension in the anterior re-

gion. The spl ints were adjusted to have a flat occlusal table on the

built-up side which aìlowed the subjects freedom in jaw position whiìe

maintaining the same occlusal contact on onìy the posterior and cuspid

teeth on the built-up side. The buiìt-up side of the spl int will be

referred to as the spl int side for each subject although the spl int is

actual ly a fuì I coverage one wi th uni ìateral occlusal coverage.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROT[]C[]L

After a subject was determined to be suitable for incìusion in the

study, the risks were explained and the subject was asked to sign a

consent form (see Appendix C) acknowìedging these risks. The risks of

participating in the study (as outl ined in the consent form) were

judged to be minimal and the subjects were told that they couìd with-

draw from the stuCy at any time. The experimentaì procedures and pro-

tocol were fuì ly explained to the subjects prior to the experiment,

however, the true nature of the study was not revealed until the com-

pìetion of the study. This was done to preclude any of the subjectsr

expectations affecting their reactions to the splint. Based on data

obtained in pilot studies, it was explained to the subjects that some

minor discomfort, and perhaps headaches, might occur during the ini-

tial two days of the experimental period of spl int wear, but that

these symptoms should be minor. lt was aìso stressed that such reac-

tions to spìint wear were not the area of investigation of the study

and that the subjects were free to take any measure such as analgesics

to treat them. 0f the eight subjects, only one (subject no.3, a third

year dental student) had any cl inical dentaì experience which would

include knowìedge of TllD and related dysfunctions. lt was therefore

not expected that the subjects wouìd have any significant or consis-

tent expectations regarding the effect of the uni lateraì spl int wear

on the neck. Aìl the subjects were told, that apart from the possible

minor initiaì discomfort, they should not expect to become aware of

any other effects of the spl int wear.
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All the subjects were measured for the three parameters used in

this study (head posture, range of motion, and EflG) during examination

sessions on two separate days during the control period of the 20 days

prior to the deì ivery of the spl int to the subject. The subjects were

aga in measured f or the same three parameters on t\^/o of the days of the

experimental, or splint wear period. The subjects were aìì to be

measured on day 5 and day 7 of the experimentaì perìod, but this was

not always possible due to the subjects' schedules. As a result, sub-

j ect no. 's 4, 5, and 6 \^rere tested on day 6 and day 7, whereas subj ect

no.8 was tested on day ! and day 12 of the experimentaì period and

subject no. I was tested on day 7 and 10. ln al ì subjects the first

and second days of testing in the controì period are referred to as

controì day I and control day 2, whereas the first and second days of

testing during the experimentaì period of spl int wear are referred to

as experiment day I and experiment day 2. 0n experiment day ì and 2

the subjects were asked if they had experienced any symptoms of pain

or discomfort in the TllJ region such as headache, joint sounds, peF-

iarticular pain, or painful and restricted mandibuìar movements. 0n

the last day of the experimental period, the subjectsrmuscìes in the

head and neck region were palpated as they had been in the initial ex-

aminatíon to determine the existance of any muscìe pain or tenderness.

0n the day of splint deìivery, the splint was adjusted in the mouth

as described in the previous section. The mandibular movements of the

subjects were checked and recorded to ensure that these were not af-

fected by the spìint wear. The neck range of motion was aìso tested

and recorded to serve as another control measurement. The subjects
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ingwere instructed to wear the spìint at all times (incìuding dur

sìeep), except when eating and cìeaning their teeth.

EXAIilINATit]N SESSION PR[]TOC[]L

Aìì data recording'was done in the same room of the Preventive Dental

Sc i ence Depar tment of the Un ivers i ty of l'lan i toba. Pr ior to the re-

cordings the El4G equipment was turned on and al lowed to b/arm up for at

least one half hour. Before the subject was examined, the EHG appara-

tus was caìibrated with a I millivoìt d.c. siqnaì generator prior to

every recording. Alì examination sessions were performed in the same

order of data col I ect i on. The onl y d i fferences occurred between the

control and examination sessions because several additional tasks,

with the spl int being worn, were tested during the EHG recording in

the exper i menta I sess i ons.

At each examination session the subjects were initially asked to

remove their shoes for the head posture photographs. They stood on a

marked section of the fìoor with the grid directìy behind them. They

were instructed to iook straight ahead at a piece of tape placed on

the wall above the camera at their individual eye leveì. The subjects

were encouraged to relax and in aid of this, toìd to shrug their

shoulders severaì times. They were then asked to lateraì ly side fìex

their heads gentìy back and forth with a decreasing ampl itude unti ì

they found a comfortabìe position of the head. At that point the pic-

ture was taken and the process was repeated for another picture.

The subjects were then seated in a chair for the measurement of

their neck range of motion. This was done according to the protocoì
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described in the earì ier section with the range measured to the ìeft

five times consecutiveìy fol ìowed by measuring it to the right five

t. imes .

The subjects then removed their shirts (femaìe subjects wearing a

garment off the shouìders) and the Ef4G eìectrodes were affixed to the

skin according to the protocoì described earlier. Aìl records were

made at a paper speed of ! mm per second.

The subjects were then asked to perform the foì lowing tasks:

cìench ful ly in the centric occlusion or maximunl intercuspation

position for five seconds with no spì int in the mouth. This

task was recorded three times. The task is referred to as a

tonic clench.

t'lith the teeth in contact, clench fuìly in the maximum inter-

cuspation position, for a brief intervaì and relax immediateìy.

This task is referred to as a phasic clench. The task was re-

corded five times.

3, cìench in the maximum intercuspation position at approximateìy

20 to 2j% of ful I clenching for five seconds. This moderate

cìench was determined by the subjects'observaticn of their own

muscuìar output with a voìtmeter (impedance of 20,000 ohm/volt)

connected to the ampì i f i ed output of the anter i or tempora j i s

muscle on the spì int side. This task b/as recorded three times.

The task is referred to as a partiaì cìench.

Side fìex their heads to the spì int side to the end of the

range, hold for one second and return their heads to the neu-

tral position. This task was recorded five times.

¿.

4.
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6.
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Side flex their heads to the non-spìint side to the end of the

range, hold for one second and return their heads to the neu-

tral position. This task r^/as recordeci f ir.re times.

Side flex their heads to the right to the errd of the range,

hold for one second, return their heads to the neutraì position

and without stopping, continue ti lting their heads to the left

to the end of the range, hold for one second and return to the

neutraì position. Again without stopping at the neutrai posi-

tion, the subjects were instructed to continue side flexing

their heads again to the right and so on. The subjects contin-

uously side fìexed their heads lateraì ly to the right and to

the left until they had moved their heads 5 times in each di-

rection whereupon they stopped at the neutral position. This

task is referred to as repetitive bilateral side flexion of the

head.

lsometricalìy flex their heads maximalìy against the resistance

of the exam i ner 's r i ght hand. Th i s task was recorded three

times and was designed to obtain a maximum contraction of the

sternoc ì ei domastoi d muscl es.

7.

Each of these tasks was performed i n the same

at al I examination sessions, with one exception.

per form task no. J w i thout the sp ì i nt dur i ng the

recording examinations. lt was felt at the time

essary or informative, but it was performed in al

order in al I subjects

Subject no.4 did not

exper imentaì per i od

that i t was not nec-

I other subjects,

ln addition to the 7 tasks described, the three cienching tasks

(task no.'s l, 2, and 3) were aìso performed with the spl int in the

mouth for the experimentaì examination period. These tasks were per-
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formed in the same way and for the same number of repetitions with the

spì int in the mouth. These tasks are designated task no.rs ìs, 2s,

and Js, indicating the same tasks as no.'s l, 2, and I respectively,

except that the subject had the spì int in his mouth. 0n al I experi-

mentaì days of testing, each cìer¡ch task was performed initially with-

out the splint, followed by the same task with the splìnt inserted.

The moderate clenching task (tast< no.3) was incìuded because after

pi ìot test ing, i t was be.l ieved that a moderate c lench of 20 to 252 of

maximum resembled the cìench which, in their experience, pi ìot sub-

j ects of ten app I i ed to the sp I i nt.

The tasks were described to the subjects each time before they were

performed and, for the initial examination session, the subjects were

al lowed to practice them several times if necessary. Each individual

repetition of a task was separated by an approximate 15 second rest

period with a 2 minure rest period between each different type of

task.

MEASUREIúENT t]F HEAD POSTURE RECORDINGS

The coìor transparencies from the head posture photographs were meas-

ured by rear-projecting them onto a semi-opaque ground glass screen.

The sl ide pro_iector and the glass screen were mounted on a wooden

frame at a distance of approximately 2.! meters from each other to

standardize the enlargement of the images. A sheet of clear acetate

with a singìe pencil ìine was used to find a best fit Iine to describe

the eye structures. The angulation of this I ine to one of the grid

I ines was recorded to indicate the angulation of the head posture in

the frontaì plane to the nearest half degree. The same reference line



was used on the grid for all measurements and

made by 1-he same exam i ner . The s i gn convent i on

gulation of the eye ìine t^ias given a positive

tipped down toward the spì int side and negative

down toward the other side. A measurement of 0
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alì measurements were

t^¡as such that the an-

s i gn i f the head was

i f the head was t i pped

degrees i nd i cated that

verticaì to gravity.the eye ì ine was perpendicular to a ì ine of true

OUANTIFICATIt]N t]F EÞdG RËCORDINGS

Al I El'lG recordings were made of the ìinear enveìope signaì which fol-

lows the amplitude of the peaks of the raw El'lG (Winter, 1983) . All

El4G vaìues were converted to a percentage of the daily session maximum

for each individuaì muscle. This permits the comparison of El'lG activ-

ity on different days and between different subjects (¡,tiller, 1985) .

The maximum activity for each muscìe b,as determined by averaging the

three maximum peaks obtained in the maximum tonic clenching task for

the anterior temporaì muscles and for the maximum resisted head flex-

ion task for the sternocleidomastoid muscles. For the clench and hold

tasks (task no.'s I and ls, maximum cìenching and, J and ls, partial

clenching), three measurements were taken in the middìe part of the

recording at one second intervals for each of the 3 biting procedures

per task (see Figure 2). These 9 vaìues for each muscle and for each

task were averaged and expressed as a percentage of the session maxi-

mum. For these same tasks, the activi ty of the sternocleidomastoid

muscles was measured in the same way. For the phasic cIench tasks

(task no.'s 2 ancl 2s), the peak vaìue for each of the five biting pro-

cedures was measured, averaged, and expressed as a percentage of the

session maximum for both the anter ior temporal and sternocleidomastoid

musc I es .
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F igure 2: Quant if i cat ion of El,lG f or C ìench ing Tasks I , ìs, 2, 2s, 3,
and Js

vertical I ines indicate the position and height
of the measurements made for each task

data was conver ted to a "4 of the average
maximum value for the exam¡nat¡on day



Figure.2

Reference Maximum Value

Anterior Temporal ì s
Max'imum or Parti al Val ues in Stati c Cl ench

Sternocl ei domastoi d
Maximum or Partial Values in Static Clench

Anterior Temporal ìs
Maximum Phasic Clench

Sternoci eidomastoid
Maximum Phasic Clench
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For the unilateral side fìexing tasks (task no.'s 4 and 5), the

ipsi ìateraì sternocleidomastoid was ìnitial ìy active as a prime mover

to bring the head to the end of the range. After the peak ampì itude

of the ipsiìateral sternocleidomastoid was reached, the activity de-

cl ined as the head returned to the neutraì position. Earìy in this

return phase, the contralateral sternocìeidomastoid was active, reach-

ing a lower peak activity (see Figure 3). The pattern of activity is

the same for the bilateral continuous side fìexing task (task no. 6)

(see Figure 4) . For all side f ìexing tasks, the peak El4G leveì reached

by the prime mover sternocleidomastoid was measured for each of the

five ipsiìateral head tilts and expressed as a percentage of the ses-

sion maximum (from task no.7). For these same head moving tasks, the

peak activity of the contralateral sternocleidomastoid involved in the

return phase of the head movement r^/as measured for the 5 head move-

ments and again expressed as a percentage of the session maximum.
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F i gure J: Quant i f icat ion of El'lG of Sternoc le idomasto id l,lusc les f or
Head lloving Tasks 4 and 5

vertical Iines indicate the position and the height
of the measurements made for each task

data was converted to a Z of the average
maximum vaìue for that measurement Cay

reference value (maximum activity level)
was measured the same way as for
c I ench i ng tasks



Figure.3

Return Phase Activity

Prime I'lover Activity
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Figure 4: Quantification of EHG of the Sternocìeidomastoid Huscles
f or Head llov i ng Task 6

vertical lines indicate the position and height
of the measurements made for each task

data was converted to a Z of the average
maximum value for that measurement day

ref erence vaìue (maximum activity leveì)
was measured the same way as for
c I ench i ng tasks



Figure. 4

Sternocl e'i domasto i d
Alternating Activity as Return Muscle and
Prime Mover

Sternocl ei domastoi d
Alternating Activity as Prjme Mover and
Return Muscl e
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ERROR STUDY

The pcoled standard deviation for the error of each measu¡'ement of the

head postu¡-e and the range of ;not i cn was ca I cu I ated, as was the poo ì ed

standard deviation for the error of the activity ìeveì of each muscìe

(anterior tenporaìis and sternocleidomastoid muscìes) for each task.

From these measurements, the maximum error at the 99 Z probabi ì i ty

ì evel was ca ì cu ì ated for each measuremenr us i ng the t va ì ue for the

appropriate degrees of freedom. This figure was then divided by the

square root of the number of measurements taken each day to arrirre at

the maximum error (at the JJ ?6 probabiìity ìevel) for each dayrs meas-

urement for each muscle, for each task, for each subject. This means

that !$ Z of the day's measurements for each task, and for each sub-

ject, should not exceed the standard error. These maximum errors are

shown in Table I
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TABLE J

Haximum Standard Errors for Each Dayrs irleasuremenl for Each Subject

Tes t f'tax imum Standard Error
at 99 Z leveì

Head Posture

Range cf Hotion Difference

E¡4G - l4uscìe Activity Leveìs

Task I - Anterior Temporalis

Sternocìeidomastoid

Task I s- Anter i or Tempora I i s

Sternocleidomastoid

Task 2 - Anterior Temporaì is

SternocIeidomastoid

Task 2s- Anter i or Tempora I i s

Sternocìeidomastoid

Task 3 - Anterior Temporaìis

Sternocleidomastoid

Task 3s- Anter i or Tempora I i s

Sternocleidornastoid

Task 4 - Sternocleidomastoid

Task ! - Sternocleidomastoid

Task 6 -Sternocleidomastoid - Funct i on

Funct i on

ì.! degrees

ì.4 degrees

I t.8 Z

0.9 z

12.t+ Z

0.8 Z

12.7 z

2.7 z

9.\ z

¿.o 6

tr.5 Z

0.3 z

2.8 Z

0.1+ Z

9.8 Z

8.1 z

11.\ z

3.8 Z

I

2

measurements of standard error of the muscle activity levels
are expressed as a percentage of the dai ly maximum,
not as a percentage of the average value for that task
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STÅTiST_TCAL ANALYSTS

A mixed anaìysis of variance was used to assess the effect of the fac-

tors and their interactions on the measurements of head posture, range

of motion, and EHG activity ìeveìs in the various tasks.

For the head posture and the range of motion lests, the effect of

the splint wear and the dominance (splint on dominant side, or on non-

dominant side), ãS welì as the interactions between the two factors

were tested. A studentr s t-test \^/as a lso used to assess, i n both the

heaC posture and the range of motion tests, whether or not the meas-

urements for the control period, and the two experimentaì days were

significantìy different from an ideal (or normaì) value for each test.

This ideal measurement would represent a leveì head posture in the

frontaì plane and a symmetric range of motion to the two sides in head

side flexion.

For the El4G tasks, the significance of the dominance (splint on

dominant side, or on non-dominant side), the muscle tested (or muscìe

function as in repetitive bilateral side fìexion), and the side of the

muscìe were tested, as wel I as their interactions, to determine the

significance of their effect on the changes in the activity ìevels of

each muscìe, for each side, for each task. The EHG measurements from

the control days and the experimentaì days were each averaged to ar-

rive at a control period activity level and an experimental period av-

erage activity level. This was done because there were no clear

trends in the activity ìevel changes between the two experimental days

and the differences in the time periods between the two experimentaì

days (due to the subjectsr avai labi ì i ty for testi ng) made any trend

ìess significant. The changes in muscle activity Ievels were ex-
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pressed as a percentage of the activity ìeveìs measured in the controì

period for tasks l, 2, 3, 14, 5, and 6. ln iasks ls, 2s, and Js, the

clenching tasks while the splint was worn, the changes in muscle ac-

tivity leveìs were expressed as a percentage of the activity leveìs

measured in the experimentaì period without the spì int being worn by

the subject (tasks l, 2, and 3, respectiveìy). The significance of

these changes in muscle activity leveìs were then assessed using a

Studentrs t-test of stati sti cal s i gni f i cance.
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RESULTS

SUBJECTTVE REACTIONS TO SPLINT WEAR

Al 1 subjects were abìe to wear their spl int for the duration of the

experimental period with no significant probìems. Three subjects did

experience a headache on the first day of spì int wear, but these head-

aches were not severe and were treated with aspirin or resolved spon-

taneously. One of these subjects (subject no.5) also reported a neck

ache on the splint side which occurred on the third day of the experi-

mentaì period of spl int wear. This pain lasted for several hours, but

resolved with aspirin and did not reoccur. Aì I subjects experienced

some minor tooth discomfort at some point due to the spìint, but this

was never severe. Al I subjects were aware of minor alterations in
their occìusions when they ate without the splint in their mouths dur-

ing the experimental period. This rapidly resolved several days after

the end of the experimentaì period. No subjects developed any signs

or symptoms of Tlç10, including reductions in their range of mandibular

movements dur i ng the exper i menta I per i od .

During control testing of the neck range of motion, when the sub-

jects were asked if they found it easier to lateraìly flex their head

to one side, onìy three subjects indicated any difference between the

two sides on one of the control days. 0n the other control day, they

felt both sides were equal in the side flexion movement. Al I other

-63-
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subjects felt that their side fìexion movements were the same on both

controì days. During the spì int-wear period, seven out of eight sub-

jects felt increased tension on the spì int side on at least one of the

experimental days, and of these, six felt that this ì imited their

range of motion in side flexion toward the non-spl int side. Subject

no. 2 felt increased tension on the spl int side on both experimentaì

days, but he feìt this increased tension ìimited his range in side

flexing to that same spìint side. Subject no. 6 was the only one not

to have feìt increased tension on the splint side during the experi-

menta ì per i od .

Throughout the neck range of mot i on test i ng, a ì I subj ects fe I t

tha'L it was muscuìar resistance and not pain or discomfort which re-

stricted their range of motion in side fìexion. One subject (no. 8)

noted, without being questioned, increased tension in his entire neck

during the experimental period apart from that noticed during the

range of motion testing. Subject no. I experienced pain in the mus-

cles of the neck (particularìy the spì int side) during the head and

neck movements performed during the Et'tG testing on the experimental

days, but this pain resoìved with aspirin. This same subject also

demonstrated some muscular tenderness and sensitivity to paìpation in

the masseters (splint side being sìightìy more tender), as welì as the

left and right upper trapezius muscles, and the posterior cervical

muscles (non-spl int side being sl ightìy more tender than the spì int

side). No other subject demonstrated any overt tenderness or pain to

paìpation of the muscles of the head and neck.
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HEÅD PI]STURE

A mixecl anaìysis of variance was used to measure the effects of the

period of spì int wear, the side of the spì int bui ldup or dominance,

and the interaction of the two factors. Table 2 indicates that none

of these three factors had a significant effect on the head posture of

the subjects. Table I shows that both groups consistently had a head

posture wh i ch was wi th i n I degree (on average) of upr i ght (wi th the

horizontal line through the eyes, perpendicular to the verticaì).

TABLE 2

Significance of Hain Effects and lnteractions on Head Posture

Source of variance Level of Significance

Dom i nance

Per i od of spl i nt wear

Dominance by period of spl int wear

NS

NS

NS

NS = not significant
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Aver age

TABLE 3

Head Posture of Dominant and Non-dominant Groups

Contro I

per i od

Exper i menta l

day I

Exper i menta I

day I

Dominant Group +l .0 Ns +0.6 NS +0 .5 NS

Non-domi nant Group -0 .8 NS -0.9 NS +0.2 NS

positive value indicates head posture
negat i ve va I ue i nd i cates head posture

NS = not significant
al I measurements in degrees
standard error= 0.44 in group ì

standard errsr= 0.38 in group 2

tilted down to non-spìint sicle
tiìted down to spìint side

RANGE OF Mt]TItjN

The head and neck range of motion for each day of testing consisted of

two measurements: an average range of motion in side flexion to the

spl int side, and to the non-spl int side (Uotn measurements in de-

grees). These two figures were subtracted to obtain a singìe measure-

ment which represented the difference betr,Jeen the range of motion to

the two sides. The sign of the measurement indicated the side to

which the range of motion in side flexion was greater; a positive sign

indicated that the range of side flexion was greater to the non-splint

side of the subject, whereas a negative sign indicated a greater range

to the spl int side. This singìe measurement of the difference between

the range of motion to the two sides, or the symmetry of the range of

motion, was used for all analyses of the range of motion.
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A mixed anaìysis of variance was used to measure the effects of the

period of splint wear, the side of the splint buiìdup or dominance,

and the interaction of the two factors on the head and neck range of

motion. Tabìe 4 indicates that none of the three factors had a sig-

nificant effect on the head and neck range of motion of the subjects.

Tabìe ! shows the average range of motion differences for the controì

period and the two experimentaì days. Both experimentaì days showed a

sì ight trend toward a greater range of motion in side flexion to the

spì int side, but neither experimentaì day showed a significantly asym-

metrical range toward the spl int side.

TABLE 4

S ign if i cance of l,la i n Ef f ects anC I nteract ions on the Range of Hot ion
in Side Flexion

Source of var i ance Level of Significance

Dom i nance

Sp I i nt wear per i od

Domi nance by spl i nt wear per i od

NS

NS

NS

NS = not significant

I,lhen the individuaI subjects' range of motion measurements are ex-

amined over the control period and the two experimentaì days, a pat-

tern of change does appear to emerge (see Figure 5). Aìl but two sub-
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TABLE 5

Dif f erences Between Side Fìexion Ranges of l'lotion to the Splint Side
and the Non-Spì int Side for the Control Period and Experimental Days

Average of

Control

Per i od

Exper i menta ì Exper i menta I

Day I Day 2

Dom i nant

G roup -0. I NS -3.2 NS -r.6 NS

Non-dom i nant

G roup +2.1 NS -0.8 Ns -2.5 NS

positive value indicates greater range in side flexion to
non-spl int side
negative value indicates greater range in side fìexion to

spl int side
NS = not significant
al I measurements in degrees
negative values indicate a greater range in side flexion

to the spì int side
positive values indicate a greater range in side flexion

to the non-spìint sicie
standard error = 2.\ for al ì measurements

jects (no.'s 2 anci 5) showed a trend towards a greater range in side

flexion to the spl int side on the fi rst experimentaì day. 0f these

six subjects, three (subject no.rs l, 4, anci 8) maintained or in-

creased this trend on the second day of experimental testing. The

other three subjects (no.'s 3, 6, and 7) demonstrated a reduced ten-



dency of a greater range

second exper i menta ì day.

of side flexion to the spìint side
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on the

The two remaining subjecrs (no.'s 2 and 5) demonstrated the oppo-

site change in their range of motion in side flexion. Subject no. 2

showed an increased range of motion toward the non-spì int side on both

experimental days. Subject no. ! showed this trend on the first day

of experimentaì testing, but on the second experimental day she demon-

strated the opposite trend with a greater range of side fìexion to the

spl int side (as had been seen in the other 6 subjects). Due to the

'lack of a consistent trend in terms of the direction of change in the

range of mot i on measurements, the data was aga i n ana I ysed wi th the

mixed analysis of variance. ln this case however, the signs of the

measurements were i gnored so that the measurements of the range of mo-

tion simpìy indicated the magnitude of the differences or asymmetries

in the side fìexion range of motion to the two sides and not the side

to which the range was greater. Tabìe 6 indicates that the spl int-

wear period did have a significant effect on the symmetry of the neck

range of motion in side fìexion while the other factors did not. Ta-

bìe 7 indicates that both dominance groups demonstrated a significant-

ly asymmetrical range of motion on the first experimental day. 0n the

second day of the experimental testing, both groups showed a reduced,

aìthough still significant, trend toward an asymmetrical range of mo-

tion.
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TABLE 6

Significance of l'lain Effects and lnteractions on the Absoìute Value of
the Range of I'lotion Differences in the Controì Period and on the

Experimentaì Days

Source of var i ance Level of Significance

Dom i nance

Spì int wear períod

Dom i nance by sp I i nt wear per i od

NS

NS

NS = not significant
r', = p < .10

:'<:'; = p < .05
¡l¡l:k = P ( .0.¡
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Figure !: Differences in Head and Neck Range of l'lotion in Side
F ì ex i on for Subj ects i n Control Per i od and on Exper i menta I

Days

positive values indicate a greater range of motion
in side flexion to the spì int side

negat ive va'l ues i nd i cate a greater range of mot i on
in side flexion to the spl int side
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Absol ute D i fferences Between
Side and Non-Spì int Side in the

TABLE 7

Side Flexion Range
Contro I Per i od and

Day s

of l'lotion to Spìint
i n the Exper i menta ì

Average of

Conlrol

Per i od

Exper i menta l

Day I

Exper i menta l

tay 2

Dom i nant

G roup I.I NS t - .r¡.r-.r-t .) ..",' 5.8 I'c¡'c>'r

Non-dom i nant

G roup 2.3 NS $ . $ :t:'crk 2.j x

NS = not significant
:t = p < .ì0

:t:t=p<.05
:'<>'clt = p ç .0.l

standard error = i.3 for al I measurements

E LECTROluYt]GRA PHY

Task 1 - Maximum Static Clench (No Splint)

For task l, the change in the ìevel of muscle activity of each muscle

of each side, due to the period of splint wear was recorded. A mixed

analysis of variance h/as used to assess the effect of the muscles (an-

terior temporal is or sternocleidomastoid), the síde (spl int side or

non-splint side), dominance (dominant group, with the spìint buildup

on dominant side; non-dominant group, with the spl int buildup on non-

dominant side), and the interaction of these factors.
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Table 8 shows that the factors of muscìe, side, and muscle by side

demonstrated a significant effect on the change in muscìe activity at

the l0Z level of statisticaì significance. The effect of the muscles

and side were both very close to reaching significance at the ! Z lev-

eì çç=5.961+ and F=5.97l+, respectively - the relevant F vaìue f or j '.4

signif icance is 5.984) .

I n exam i n i ng the percentage change

can see that the spì int and non-spl int

cìes did not show a signif icant change

in each muscle (table 9), one

side anterior temporalis mus-

in activity levels in maximum

clench due to the period of spìint wear. The non-spìint side sterno-

cìeidomastoid, however, exhibited a significant decline in activity

for both dominance groups. The spì int side sternocìeidomastoid showed

a similar significant decìine in activity in the non-dominant group.

ln the dominant group , however, no sìgnÌficant change in muscle ac-

tivity of the spì int side sternocleidomastoid was recorded.
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TABLI 8

S ign if icance of i'la i n Ef f ects and I nteract ions on the Changes in l,tusc le
Activities in lilaximum Static Cìench (No Spìint)

Source of var i ance Level of Signif icance

Dom i nance NS

Itlusc I e :k

Dom i nance by musc I e NS

S ide :'.

Dom i nance by s i de NS

flusc le by s ide :'r

Dom i nance by musc ì e by s i de NS

NS = not significant
:'r = p < .10
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TABLE 9

% Change in iïuscìe Activity Levels Due to Splint VJear Period in
llax imum Stat ic C lench (tlo Sp t i nt)

Non-sp ì i nt

Side

Splint

Side

Anter i or

Tempora I i s

l,lusc I es

-3 .5 NS -0.2 NS

Sternocìeido-

mastoid

llusc I es

-57 .1 ¡t:k:t

Non-dom i nant

G roup

-43. ì ¡t¡k¡t

positive value indicates increase in muscìe activity
negative value indicates decrease in muscle activity
NS = not significant

r'< = p < .ì0
r'c:'<=p<.05

tk:l:'c = p q .0ì
in cases where the change in muscle activity was not significantìy dif-

ferent for a muscle in the 2 dominance groups, the average change
for the muscle is recorded

in cases where the change in muscle activity was significantly differ-
ent for a muscìe in the 2 dominance groups, the average change in
activity for each group is recorded

dominant group = splint buiidup on dominant side of subject
non-dominant group = spl int bui ldup on non-dominant side of subject
standard error = 7.551+ for muscles averaged for 2 groups
standard error = 10.682 tor muscles of indívidual groups

Dom i nant

Group

+0.8 Ns
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Task. 1s - Maximum Static Clench With the Splint

For task ls, the change in the ìevel of muscìe activity (for each mus-

cìe, for each side) due to the subjectsr occluding on the spì int dur-

ing the maximum static cìench was recorded. A mixed anaìysis of vari-

ance was used to assess the effect of the muscìes (anterior temporalis

or sternocleidomastoid), síde (splint side or non-splint side), domi-

nance groups (dominant group or non-dominant group), and the interac-

tion of these factors. Tabìe l0 indicates that the muscles were a

significant source of variation at the 1OZ ìevel of significance and

that the muscle by spì int interaction was a significant source of var-

iation at the 5Z level of statisticaì significance. No other factor

was a significant source of variation.

Vihen the percentage changes of the muscles are examined (see Tabìe

ll), it can be seen that onìy the non-spl int side anterior temporaì is

muscle showed a significant decl ine in activity in the two groups of

subjects due to their occìuding on the spl int in the maximum static

clench during the experimentaì days of testing. lt can also be seen

that there were no other significant changes in the levels of muscle

activity.
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TABLE IO

Significance of flain Effects and lnteractions on the Changes in Huscle
Activity Leveìs in l4aximum Static Clench tJith the Spì int

Source of var i ance Level of Signif icance

Dom i nance NS

iïusc I e :'<

Dom i nance by musc ì e NS

Side NS

Dom i nance by s i de NS

Husc le by s ide :tJr

Dominance by muscìe by side NS

NS = not significant
¡t = p < .10

:'c:'; = p < .05
:t:'r:t = p ( .01
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TABLE ] I

Z Change in l'luscle Activity Leveìs Due to Occìusion on Spìint in
lçlaximum Static Cìench With the Splint

Non-sp ì i nt

S ide

Spì int

Side

Anter i or

Tempora I i s

l'lusc les

-44.4 tc¡trk -3.3 NS

Sternocleido-

mastoid

l'lusc les

+12.9 NS +l+. I NS

positive vaìue indicates increase in muscìe activity
negative value indicates decrease in muscle activity
NS = not significant

)'c = p < .10
:tr'< = p < .05

¡t:t:t = P ( .01
in cases where the change in muscle activity vJas not significantly dif-

ferent for a muscìe in the 2 dominance groups, the average change
for the muscle is recorded
in cases where the change in muscìe activity was significantly differ-

ent for a muscle in the 2 dominance groups, the average change in
activity for each group is recorded
standard error = 9.980

Task 2 - Maximum Phasic CÌench (No SplÍnt)

For task 2, or maximum phasic cìench, the change in rnuscle activity

due to the period of spl int wear was recorded for each muscle, for

each side. A mixed anaìysis of variance was used to assess the ef-
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fects of dominance, muscle, and side, as weìl as the effect of the in-

teraction of those factors.

Table l2 indicates that onìy dominance had a significant effect on

the variation; no other factor had a significant effect.

Tabìe ll examines the percentage changes in muscle activity levels

due to the spl int wear period. Both sternocleidomastoid muscles

showed significant deciines in activity leveìs in the non-dominant

group onìy. No other muscìes demonstrated significant changes.

TABLE I2

S ign if icance of l'la i n Ef f ects and I nteract ions on the Changes i n Husc le
Act ir¡ i t ies in l'lax imum Phas ic C I ench (No Spl int)

Source of variance Level of Significance

Dom i nance f.

l'lusc le NS

Dom i nance by musc I e NS

Side NS

Dominance by side NS

lluscle by side NS

Dom i nance by musc ì e by s i de NS

NS=not significant
:'t=p ( . l0
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TABLE 13

Z change in l'luscle Activity Due to splint wear period in l4aximum
Phasic Clench (l.to Splint)

Non-spl i nt Spì i nt

Side Side

Anter i or

Tempora ì i s

l4usc ìes

+15 .6 NS +4.8 NS

Sternocleido-

mastoid

l'lusc les

Dom i nant

Group

- 4.0 NS

Dom i nant

G roup

+12.6 NS

Non-domi nant Non-domi nant

Group Group

-56 . 4 rc:t:t -4! .0 r;:'c

positive value indicates increase in muscle activity
negative value indicates decrease in muscle activity
NS = not significant
:t = p < ..l0

:k:t = p < .05
:t:lr'c = p q .01
in cases where the change in muscle activity was not significantly dif-

ferent for a muscle in the 2 dominance groups, the average change
for the muscle is recorded
in cases where the change in muscìe activity b/as significantly differ-

ent for a muscle in the 2 dominance groups, the average change in
activity for each group is recorded
dominant group = spl int buildup on dominant side of subject
non-dominant group = splint buiìdup on non-dominant side of subject
standard error = 7.551+ for muscles averaged for the 2 groups
standard error = 10.682 tor muscles of individual groups
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TasK 2s - Maximum Phasic Clench With the Splint

For task 2s, the change in muscle activity ìevels due to the subjects'

occluding on the splint, was recorded for each muscle, for each side.

A mixed anaìysis of variance was used tc assess the effects of domi'

nance, muscle, and side, as well as the effect of the interactions of

those factors.

Tabìe ì4 indicates that the muscle and the side had a significant

effect on the change in muscìe activity at the l0% leveì of signifi-

cance. There were no other s i gn i f i cant factors affect i ng the changes

in muscìe activity.

Table l5 dispìays the percentage changes in muscle activity ìevels

due to the subjectsroccìuding on the spìint. lt indicates that only

the non-spì int side anterior temporaì is showed a significant decl ine

in activity ìeveìs. Al t other muscles displayed statistical ly simi lar

activity ìevels.
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Significance of
Activi ty

TABLE Ih

Ha i n Effects and I nteract i ons on the
Levels în lilaximum Phasic Clench With

Changes in l'lusc le
the Spì i nt

Source of var i ance Level of Significance

Dom i nance

llusc I e

Dom i nance

Side

Dom i nance

lvlusc le by

Dom i nance

by musc ì e

by side

side

by muscle by side

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS not significant
p < .ì0
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TABLE 15

% Change in Huscìe Activity Levels Due to 0cclusion on Splint in
l'laximum Phasic Clench VJith the Splint

Non-spì i nt

Side

Spì i nt

Side

Anter i or

Tempora I i s

Husc ì es

-64. I Jc:kJ< -r0.4 NS

S-uernocleido-

mastoid

I'lusc ìes

-21 .l+ NS *23.5 NS

negative value indicates decrease in muscìe activity
NS = not significant
¡'i = p < ..l0

:k:t = p < .05
:l:k:t = p ç .0ì
in cases where the change in muscle activity was not significantly dif-

ferent for a muscle in the 2 dominance groups, the average change
for the muscle is recorded
in cases where the change in muscle activity was significantìy differ-

ent for a muscle in the 2 dorninance groups, the average change in
activity for each group is recorded
standard error = 16.787

Taslt 3 - Partial Clench (No Splint)

For task 3, the change in muscìe actívity due to the period of spìint

wear was recorded for each muscle, for each side. A mixed anaìysis of

variance was used to assess the effects of dominance, muscìe, and

side, as wel l as the effect of the interaction of these factors.
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Table l6 indicates that none of the factors or interactions had a

significant effect on the changes in muscle activity levels. Tabìe 17

indicates that whi le some muscles, such as the non-spì int side anteri-

or temporalis showed a large change in muscle activity ìevels, no musr

cles dispìayeci a significant change due to the spl int wear period. The

reason for this ìack of significance is the ìarge standard error.

TABLE 16

S ign if icance of iïa i n Ef f ects and I nteract ions on the Changes i n lilusc le
Activity Levels in Partial Clench (No Spl int)

Source of variance Level of Significance

Dom i nance NS

l4usc le NS

Dom i nance by musc I e NS

Side NS

Dom i nance by s i de NS

l'luscle by side NS

Dom i nance by musc I e by s i de NS

NS = not significant
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TABLE I7

Z Change i n l'lusc le Act iv i ty, Levels Due to Spl i nt \,/ear Per iod in
Partiaì Clench (l'lo Splint)

Non-spì i nt

Side

Spl int

Side

Anter i or

Tempora I i s

Husc I es

+67.9 NS +22 .0 NS

Sternocleido-

masto i d

l4usc I es

-4.2 NS -12.6 NS

positive value indicates increase in n¡uscìe activity
negative value indicates decrease in muscle activity
NS = not significant

in cases where the change in muscie activity was not significantìy dif-
ferent for a muscìe in the 2 dominance groups, the average change
for the muscìe is recorded
in cases where the change in muscle activity was significantly differ-

ent for a muscle in the 2 dominance groups, the average change in
activity for each group is recorded
standard error = l+3.538

Task 3s - PartÍal Clench With Splint

For task ls, the change in muscìe activity leveìs due to the subjects'

occluding on the splint was recorded for each muscìe for each side. A

mixed analysis of variance showed that of the sources of variation

tested, the factors of muscle and side both demonstrated a statisti-

cal Iy significant effect on the change in muscle activity ìevels (see
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Tabìe l8). Tabìe l9 dispìays the percentage changes in muscle activi-

ty leveì s due to the subjectsr occìudi ng on the spì i nt. The non-

splint side anterior temporalís muscìe showed a significant decìine in

both dominance groups. The spì int side sternocìeidomastoid showed no

change in activity leveìs in the dominant group, but the non-dominant

group showed a statisticaìly significant increase in the muscle's ac-

tivitv levels. The cther muscìes showed no significant changes in ac-

tivity levels.

-TABLE I8

S ign i f icance of f'la in Ef f ects and I nteract ions on the Changes in llusc le
Activities in Partiaì Clench With the Splint

Source of var i ance Level of Significance

Dom i nance

l'lt¡sc I e

Dom i nance by musc I e

S ide

Domi nance by s i de

Huscle by side

Dominance by muscìe by side

NS

:tfc

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS = not significant
It = p ( .10

¡k¡'c=p<.05
Cc:tfc=p4.0.|
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TABLE I 9

Z Changes in l1uscle Activity Due to Occlusion on Spìint in Partial
Cìench With the Soìint

Non-spì i nt

S ide

Spìint

S ide

Anter ioi-

Tempora ì i s

l4usc ì es

-J8.7 t,t, +l+ .2 NS

Sternocleido-

mastoid

l4usc ì es

0.0 Ns

Non-dom i nant

Group

+.|20.8 I'crt

positive value indicates increase in muscle activity
negative vaìue indicates decrease in muscle activity
NS = not significant
rt = p < ..l0

¡'c¡!=p<.05
Jr:t:l = P ( .01
in cases where the change in muscìe activity was not significantìy dif-

ferent for a muscle in the 2 dominance groups, the average change
for the muscle is recorded
in cases where the change ¡n riluscìe activity was signif icantly differ-

ent for a muscle in the 2 dominarrce groups, the average change in
activity for each group is recorded
dominant group = spl int bui ìdup on dominant side of subject
non-donrinant group = spì int buiìdup on non-dominant side of subject
standard error = 25.59\ for muscles averaged for the two groups
standarci ei'ror = 39.OJj f or muscles of ind ividuaì groups

Dom i nant

G roup

0.0 Ns
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One must be cautious in the interpretation of the change in the ac-

tivity levels of the sternocleidomastoid muscle in the partiaì clench-

ing tasks because of the very low levels of muscle activity present.

Figure 6 clemonstrates these ìow ìevels of activity in displaying

the activity ìevels of the individuaì subjects for the initiaì ìevels

i n the controì per i od and those recorded wi th the spl i nt i nserted i n

the experimental period. There were no consistent changes in the ac-

tivity levels of the sternocleidomastoid muscìes. Three subjects

(no.'s 2, 3, and /) showed no sternocìeidomastoid activity at any time

during the partiaì clench. The other subjects showed low average lev-

els of activity: usualìy ìess than 1'4 of maximum levels and never more

iuhan 2.j?ó. Subject no.rs I and I showed a trend toward an increase on

the non-spìint side and a decline on the splint side. subject no.'s

4, 5, and 6 demonstrated a different pattern. Subject no.,s 4 and 5

showed a decl ine in the non-spl int side sternocleidomastoid activity
leveìs to zero. Subject no.'s 4,5, and 6 demonstrated an increase in

the spl int side sternocleidomastoid ìevels. ln the case of subjects 4

and 6, the spl int side muscle showed activity in the partial clench

wi th the spl int inserted when there was no sternocleidomastoid muscle

activity on that side in the controì period. Al I subjects demonstrat-

ed a large decline in the actvity of the non-spìint side anterior tem-

poralis with the splint in the mouth. There was some variation in the

pattern of that change.

Al I subjects demonstrated a large decl ine in the activity of the

non-spl int side anterior temporal is with the spl int in the mouth.

Figure 6 Aispìays the activity leveìs of the anterior temporal is mus-
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F i gure 6: Activity of the Sternocleidomastoid and Anterior Temporal is
l'luscles in Partial Cìenching

For each muscle, for each subject:

Coìumn ì represents the average activity of
the non-splint side muscle on the
2 control days

Coìumn 2 represents the average activity of
the spì int side muscle on the
2 control days

Column J represents the average activity of
the non-spl int side muscle on the
2 exper i menta I days

Coìumn 4 represents the average activity of
the spì i nt s i de musc I e on the
2 exper i menta I days

The vert i ca ì ax i s of the graphs i nd í cates
the muscular activity levels as a I of
the dai ly maximum of that muscle

Columns with no bar indicate that
no muscle activi ty was recorded
for that muscle on those days
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cles of the individual subjects from the initíal levels in the controì

period to those recorded with the spl int inserted in the experimentaì

period. There was some individual varíation in the pattern of change

in the subjects. 0n the e.xperimentaì days subject no.'s l, 2, 5, and

/ showed a very ìow leveì of non-spl int side anrerior temporal is ac-

tivity (approaching zero). Subject no.'s 6 and I showed a somewhat

higher, âìthough sti ì I very low level of activity. Subject no.rs l

and 4 showed a higher ìeveì of non-spl int side activity in the ante-

rior temporaì isn aìthough the activity levels of the non-spl int side

were lower than the control vaìues and lower than the spìint side mus-

cle.

Tasl< 4 - Side Flexion of the Head to the Splint Side

For task 4, the change in muscle activity ìevels due to the spì int

wear period was recorded for both sides of the sternocìeidomastoid

muscìe. The spì int side muscìe was active as a prime mover in the

side fìexing of the head to the end of the range, whereas the non-

spì int side muscle was active in the return phase of the head movement

back to the upright or neutraì position. A mixed analysis of variance

vras used to assess the effect of the side and the dominance, as weìl

as the interaction of the two factors. Table 20 indicates that none

of the factors had a significant effect on the change in muscìe activ-

i ty ìeveìs due to the spl int wear period. Table 21 i I lustrates the

percentage changes in sternocìeidomastoid activity ìevels. lt can be

seen that only the non-splint side muscìe in the non-dominant group

showed a significant increase in its activity level. The other mus-

cles and group showed no statistically significant changes in the ac-

tivity levels due to the spl int wear period.
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TABLI 20

S ign i f icance of l4a i n Ef f ects and I nteract ions on the Changes in l'lusc le
Actir¡ity Levels in Side Flexion of the Head to the Spì int Side

Source of r¡ar iance Level of Significance

Domi nance NS

Side NS

Dom i nance by s i de NS

NS = not significant
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ÏABLE 2 I

3 Change in Huscìe Activity Leveìs Due to Splint !,/ear Period in Side
Flexion of the Head to the Spl int Side

Non-spìint side Splint side

Sternocìeidomastoid Sternocleidomastoid

l'lusc ìe l'lusc le

Dom i nant

G roup
-3. r NS -10.0 NS

Non-dom i nant

G roup
+8 .l.2 

r'rtr¡k + t5.2 NS

positive vaìue indicates increase in muscle activity
negative value indicates decrease in muscìe activity
NS = not significant
¡t = p < ..l0

r'ç:'¡ = p < .05
:t:ttk = p q .0.|
standard error = 19.295

Task 5 - Side Flexion of the Head to the Splint Sìde

For task 5, the change in muscle activi ty levels due to the spl int

wear period was recorded for each side. A mixed analysis of variance

was used to assess the effect of the side and the splint side group,

as well as the interaction of the factors. Tabìe 22 indicates that

none of these factors had a significant effect on the changes in mus-

cle activity levels due to the spìint wear period. Table 23 shows the

percentage changes in the, muscle activity ìevels due to the spl int
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wear period. The non-spì int side sternocìeidomastoid muscle was ac-

tive as a prime mover in the head movement, whiìe the splint side mus-

cle was active in the return phase. lt can be seen that neither mus-

cìe demonstrated a significant change in activity leveìs in either

splint side group.

TABLE 22

Significance of Hain Effects and lnteractions on the Changes in Huscle
Activity Leveìs in Side Fìexion of the Head to the Non-spì int Side

Source of var i ance Leveì of Significance

Dom i nance

S ide

Dominance by side

NS

NS

NS

NS = not significant
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TABLE 23

Z Change in Huscle Activity Levels Due to Spì int Wear Period in Side
Flexion of the Head to the Non-Spì int Side

Non-splint side Splint side

Sternocleidomastoid Sternocleidomastoid

lluscle l'luscìe

Dom i nant

G roup
+t6.0 NS +6.6 NS

Non-dom i nant

G roup
-r7.3 NS -r5.r NS

positive value indicates increase in muscle activity
negative value indicates decrease in muscle activity
NS = not significant

standard error = 20.863

Taslt 6 - Repetitive Bilatenal Side Flexion of the Head

For task 6, the change in muscle activity due to the splint wear peri-

od was recorded for both sides of the sternocleidomastoid muscle and

for both functions of the muscle. DurÎng the task (which is reaìly a

combination of the the two previous head moving tasks) , both sterno-

cìeidomastoid muscles are active as prime movers and in the return

phases of the movements.

A mixed analysis of variance was used to analyse the effect of the

dominance, function of the muscle, side, and the interactions of these
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factors. Tabìe 24 shows that only the dominance by side interaction

haC a significant effect on the change in muscìe activity (at the 52

leveì of signif icance) .

Table 2j i I ìustrates the percentage changes i n muscle activi ty due

to the spl int wear period. The spl int side sternocìeidomastoid showed

no significant change fcr either function. The non-spìint side ster-

nocleidomastoid showed no increase for either function in the non-dom-

inant group. ln the dominant grcup, however, the non-spl int side

sternocleidomastoid showed signif icant increases for both functions:

as a prime mover and in the return phase of the side fìexion.

The changes in muscle activity levels are summarized in table 26

and table 27. 0nìy the significant changes in muscle activity are

shown; muscles not undergoing a significant change are marked as hav-

ing no change. ln cases where both dominance groups show similar

changes, onìy the average figure for the muscìe is dispìayed. ln cas-

es where the two dominance groups do demonstrate significant differ-

ences from each other, the activity levels change for each group îs

dispìayeci.
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TABLE 24

Significance of l4ain Effects and interactions on the Changes in Huscle
Activity Levels in Repetitive Bi lateral Side Flexion of the Head

Source of var i ance Level of Significance

Dom i nance NS

l'luscìe function NS

Dominance by muscle function NS

Side NS

Dominance by side r'r:'t

l'lusc le f unct ion by s ide NS

Dom i nance by musc I e funct i on by s i de NS

NS = not significant
rk = p < .ì0

:l:k=p<.05
Jc:kJr = p 4 .01
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TABLE 25

3 Change in Huscle Activity Leveìs Due to Spl int Wear Period in
Repetitive Bilateral Side Flexion of the Head

Non-spì i nt
S ide

Spìint
S ide

Sternocleido-

mastoid

l4usc le as a

Pr i me Hover

Dom i nant

G roup

+/l . J :kfrft

Non-ciom i nan t

Group

- 18. i+ NS

+16.t NS

Sternocleido-

mastoid

Itluscìe in

Return Phase

Dom i nant

G roup

+J). j x:c'x

+13.6 NS

Non-Dominant

Group

-4. I NS

positive value inciicates increase in muscìe activity
negative value indicates decrease in muscìe activity
NS = not significant

:.< = p < .ì0
:t:t = p ( .05

Jt:t:t = P ( .01
in cases where the change in muscle activity was not significantly dif-

ferent for a muscle in the 2 dominance groups, the average change
for the muscle is recorded
in cases where the change in muscìe activity was significantly differ-

ent for a muscle in the 2 dominance groups, the average change in
activity for each group is recorded
dominant group = spl int bui ldup on dominant side of subject
non-dominant group = spì int bui ìdup on non-dominant side of subject
standard error = 12.791 for muscìes averaged for 2 groups
standard error = .l8.089 tor muscles of i ndividuaì groups
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TABLE 26

Summary of the Changes in l4uscle Activity Leveìs in Clenching Tasks

Anterior Temporalis Sternocìeìdomastoid
Task Non-Spì i nt Spì i nt Non-Spì i nt Spl i nt

Side Side Side Side

I - l'1ax imum
Tonic Cìencir
(No Spì i nt)

NSC NSC

Dom i nant
-57.82 Group

NSC

Non-Dom i nant
Group
-l+3. lf tttct<

ìs - ltlaximum
Tonic Clench
With Splint

-la!.laft :'c:'<fc NSC NSC NSC

2 - l'lax imum
Phasic Cìench NSC

(No Spl int)
NSC

Dom i nant Dom i nant
Group Group
NSC NSC

Non-Dorn i nant Non-Dcm i nant
Group Group
-56.1+"¿ xsçx -4!.0% :'<icir

2s - I'laximum
phasic Cìench -64.1ft Jcfc:t NSC

Vlith Spìint
NSC NSC

J - Partiaì
C I ench
(¡lo sPl int)

NSC NSC NSC NSC

ls - Partiai
C I ench
Wi th Spl i nt

-78.72 zr¡< NSC NSC

Non-Dom i nant
G roup
+ I 20 . 8? ¡'c:i

positive value indicates increase in muscle activity
negative value indicates decrease in muscìe activity
NSC = no significant change

lk;'c = p < .05
¡lfr¡t = P ( .01
in cases where the change in muscle activity was not significantly dif-

ferent for a muscìe in the 2 dominance groups, the average change
for the muscle is recorded
in cases where the change in muscle activity was significantìy differ-

Dom i nant
G roup
NSC
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ent for a muscle in the 2 dominance groups, the average change in
activity for each group is recorded
donrinant group = splint buildup on dominant side of subject
non-dominant group = spl int bui ìdup on non-dominant side of subject

TABLE 27

Summary of the Changes in Huscìe Activity Levels in Head floving Tasks

Tas k
Anterior Temporalis
Non-Spl i nt Spì i nt
Side Side

Sternoc le idomasto ici
Non-Spì i nt Spl i nt
Side Side

4 - Head Flex
To
Spl int Side

NSC NSC

Dom i nant
Group NSC

NSC

Non-Domi nant
Group
+81 .22 r'r:t*

5 - Head Fìex
To
Non-Spì int Side

NSC NSC NST NSC

6 - Repeti tive Domi nant
Bilateral
Side Flexion

Group NSC

+JJ . J% zuxx

Dom i nan t
Group NSC

+79.52 rr'lç'.

Non-Domi nant
G roup
NSC

Non-Dom i nant
G roup
NSC

positive value indicates increase in muscìe activity
NSC = no significant change
:t:t:t - P < .0ì
in cases where the change in muscle activity \^ras signif icantly differ-

ent for a muscìe in the 2 dominance groups, the average change in
activity for each group is recorded
dominant group = spl int buildup on dominant side of subject
non-dominant group = spl int bui ìdup on non-dominant side of subject
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Chapter IV

DISCUSSIt]N

of this study has been to assess

un i I atera ì occ I usa I contact on the

the effect of a one

foìlowing factors:

l.

1

3.

The deviation of the natural resting

tal plane.

head posture in the fron-

The difference between the range of motion in side f

the head to the spì ínt and the non-spì int side.

ïhe EHG activity levels of the sternocleidomastoid and

temporaì is muscles during the performance of several

and head moving tasks.

lexion of

anter i or

clenching

The subjects did not dispìay any signs and symptoms of THD or neck

pain and dysfunction prior to the experimental period. They were

tested with respect to the above factors before the period of spì int

wear and at the end of the splint wear period, so that the subjects

served as their own controls. ln addition, the subjects'subjective

reactions to the aìterations in their occìusions were recorded. Data

was analyzed using a mixed analysis of variance as well as a Studentrs

t-test to determine the significance of the changes due to the period

of splint wear. The results of the factors studied will be discussed

separately, but wi I I be related to each other whenever appropriate.

- ì00 -
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HEAD PI]STURE

There were no significant changes in the head posture of the subjects,

in the frontal plane, due to the spì int wear period. Both spì int side

groups demonstrated a head posture which was consistently within I cje-

gree (on average) of upright (with the horizontal line through the

eyes, perpend i cu l ar to the ver t i ca ì ) .

These findings are not surprising, given the important roìe of the

head i n the bas i c or i entat i on system of the body. ïhis perceptual

system operates through a compl ex i nteract i on among the vest i buì ar,

visual, and kinesthetic mechanisms (Bartìey, 1970) , two of which are

f ound in the heacl . The neck muscìes do appear to pìay an important

role in the kinesthetic mechanisms of the basic orientation system

(Cohen, l96l; Abrahams, 1972; Abrahams, 1977¡ Richmond and Abrahams,

1979; lvlanzon i et a ì , 1979; Barnes and Forbat, 1979; Bakker and R i ch-

mond, l98O; Boyìe and Pompeiano, 198ì; Bizzi, l98l).

It is clear however, that the orientation system must furnish the

individual with an internal frame of reference which is al igned with

'Ehe externaì frame of reference including the gravitational vertical.

It wouìd seem likely therefore, that the system would be resistant to

forces which might upset that internal frame of reference. The head

posture in the sagital pìane shows greater variabi I ity; this may be

due to the priority of airway maintenance which would require plastic-

ity in the control of head posture in the sagitaì plane, but not the

frontal plane. Bartley (ì970) stated that any two of the three mecha-

nisms involved in the orientation system can maintain an adequate pos-

ture. I nteresti ngl y, the resul ts of the pi ìot study i ndi cated that
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closeci dur i ng testi ng.
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greater if the subjectsr eyes were

Schne i der and Bar t I ey (1962) exam i ned the effect of asymmetr i ca ì

tension in the neck muscìes on one side due to torque on the head in

the frontal pìane, achieved by adding weights to one side of the head.

This required the subjects to increase the activity and tension of the

neck muscles on the contraìateral side in order to maintain a level

head posture. They found that the uniìateralìy increased tension

caused the suLrjectsr visual perception of the verticaì to be altered

in the direction opposite the side of the increased tension. As the

tension in the neck muscìes increased, so too did the deviation of ihe

subjectsr visual verticaì, indicating that neck tension can potential-

ìy alter the subject's perception of the visuaì verticaì and perhaps

lead to an altered head posture conforming to this altered perception

of the vertical. ïwo subsequent studies (Bizzi et al, 1976:' and Bizzi

et aì, 1978) have provided further evidence that tension in ihe neck

muscles can al ter the posi tion of the head (in monkeys) . The short

period of spl int wear in the present study may not have been suffi-

cient to produce a significant alteration in the tension of the neck

musc I es .

A reìated phenomenon is that of dizziness which has been associated

w i th Tl,lD as a secondary per i phera I symptom. The mechan i sm f or the de-

veìopment of d izz iness in TiilD has not been estab I ished, but Hyrhaug

(1969 and ì970), an otoìogist, found a high incidence of balance prob-

lems in a large group of Tt4D'patients he studied. He related this to

hyperactivity and spasm of the tensor tympani muscle which is inner-
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i ¡ttìe evidence tovateC by the tr i gem i na l nerve.

support th is.

SanC ìei-, 19'o7. and Jongkees, ì 969) .

after thei r i ntens ive study that:

There i s however,

Brookes et al

A more plausibie explanation is that pain end dysfunction of the

neck muscles can produce dizziness. The large number of studies em-

phasizing the importance of neck muscìes in the kinesthetic mechanisms

of orientation lend evidence 'uo this suggestion. lngarashi et al

(1969) and Hanzoni et al (lglÐ found that neck lesions can produce

significant defects in posture and Iocomotion in monkeys. ln humans,

Travel I and Weeks (195Ð and Travel ì (1981) have each reported a case

in which dizziness was reìated to dysfunction in the sternocleidomas-

toid muscle. Sharav et al (1978) examined THD patients and found that

dizziness was significantìy correìated with pain in at ìeast one ster-

nocleidomastoid muscle. The potential for dizziness caused by neck

rnuscìe lesions is wideìy supported (Gray , 1956; Cope and Ryan, 1959;

(ì 978) conc I uded

it is possible for the chronic neck aches, often coinciden-
tal in the temporomandibular dysfunction syndrome, to act es
an additional factor in association with underlying autonom-
ic instabi I iy to cause ìabyrinthine dysfunction and aural
symptoms.

It has also been suggested that the use of occlusal spl ints can im-

prove athletic performance (Eversaul, i985). Recent studies have

shown that occìusal spl ints do not increase the strength of various

muscles in atheletes (Hart et al, l98l; and Schubert et al, f984).

It is interesting to speculate that neck muscìe dysfunction may be

the mechanism at work to expìain the improvement in athletic perform-
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ance þJhich some peopìe claim with occlusaì splints. Given the impor-

tance of the neck muscles in balance and orientation, dysfunctions of

those muscles could adverseìy aífect the performance of athìetes by

upsetting their sense of egui I ibrium, perhaps in very subtle, but sig-

nif icant ways. l(eele (1981) stressed the importance of refìexes, and

particularly the tonic neck reflex, in muscìe synergies. He suggested

these reflexes may be important for strength and coordi nation. Cooper

et al (1982) held that neck reflexes are important in sports. Gow-

itzke and l'lilner (1980) stated: "with the possibìe exception of the

spindle reflexes, neck reflexes are probabìy the most importattt singìe

refìex mechanism used in sports skiì1s". lf the occlusion can ad-

versely affect the neck muscìes it opens up a number of avenues of in-

vestigation. lt indicates that one should perhaps be measuring neck

function in athletes as wel I as coordination and balance before and

after an occl usal spl i nt has been worn, rather than s impì y measur i ng

strength. lt also suggests that normaì subjects with no occlusal ab-

normality or neck dysfunction would not benefit from an occlusal

spl i nt.

RANGE OF M(]ÏION

The splint wear period did produce a significant amount of asymme-

try in the side flexion range of motion to the two sides in both domi-

nance groups. This change was generaìly in the direction of a greater

range in side fìexing to the splint side, except in two subjects where

the range was greater toward the non-spìint side on at least one ex-

perimental day. Furthermoree some subjects demonstrated that this as-

ymmetrical range was reduced on the second experimentaì day.
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Aìthough a number of tissues can potentiaìly affect the range of

motion of a joi nt system (Viel I s and Luttgens, 1976) , i t would seem

reasonable to concìude that the significant changes in the range of

motion seen in this study were due to changes in the muscìes of the

neck. The only other possibìe factor causing such a rapid change in

range would be pain limiting the movement. No subject however, com-

plained of pain during the range of motion testing and aìl believed

that it was a structuraì element in the neck which I imited the range

to one side.

Gossman et al (1982) stated that movement dysfunction can be caused

by both structural and reflex mediated ìength changes in muscìe. They

stressed that muscle is a very mutable tissue which dispìays more

changes when it is shortened including anatomical, biochemicaì, and

physioìogicaì changes. They suggested that cì inical evidence indicat-

ed that changes in muscle ìength couìd occur in hours or days. The

potential speed and magnitude of this change was demonstrated in the

present study by one subject whose range of motion difference changed

l! degrees in a 24 hour period during the experimental period.

Partridge and Benton (.l98ì) stated that muscles demonstrate "a mem-

oryì ike retention of effects of mechanical historyrr. So that if a

muscle is heìd at a stationary length and stimulated moderately, ¡t

wi I I become stiff, ãt ìeast in the short-term. lloore and Hutton

(1980) stated thattra muscle is initially more resîstant to change in

length after a static contractionrr. This couìd explain the develop-

ment of the asymmetrical range of motion seen in the subjects in this

study. Uni lateral activity of a neck muscle or group of muscles may
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prcduce stiffness in those muscles ìeading to a decreased range when

the subject is asked to perform a movement requiring those muscìes to

be stretched. ln side flexion a number of muscles on the side contra-

ìateral to the movement must be stretched to permit the fuì I range of

movement. These muscìes include the sternocleidomastoid and the scal-

ene muscìes; both can I imit the range of motion in side fìexion if

they are t i ght (Gou ì d, I 985) .

The subjectsr feel ings of uni lateral neck tension correìated weì ì

with the range of motion measurements. Seven out of the eight sub-

jects feìr increased tension on the spìint side of the neck on at

ìeast one of the experimental days and six of these subjects felt that

this increased tension I imited their range of motion in side fìexing

to the opposite, non-spl int side. Subject no.2 believed that the in-

creased tension he felt, I imited his side fìexion to the same side

(measurements confirmed this). The reason for this reaction is not

clear, but i t could very weì I have been due to involvement of other

neck muscles, of which the subject was not directìy aware. The only

subject not to have felt increased tension on the splint side was sub-

ject no.6, whose range of motion was onìy significantly asymmetricaì

on the first experimentaì day. This may have indicated that this sub-

jectrs neck muscles were not affected to the same extent as those of

the other subjects.

Gardner-Hedwi n and Wal ton (1974) poi nted out, aì though they did not

cite references, that muscìes can demonstrate contractures wherein one

finds a rearrangement of col lagen fibri ìs. lnitial ly this is thought

to be reversible by repeated stretching, but it may develop into an

actual fibrosis which is permanent. 0deen (ì98.l) and Lewit and Simons
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(1984) demonstrated that muscle stretching increased the range of mo-

t i on and decreased assoc i atdd pa i n. I n the present study, both the

il'1G and the range of mot ion test ing produced strech ing of the neck

musc'les because the subjects were instructed to side flex their heads

to the end of the range. This may have stretched out most of the mus-

cuìar tightness in the subjects who showed a decreased asymmetry in

the range of motion on the second experimentaì day. The other sub-

jects, not showing the improvement in range of motion symmetry, may

have showed a greater asymmetry in their range had they not been sub-

jected to significant muscle stretching on the first experimentaì day.

The bioìogicaì significance of the asymmetricaì range of motion is

unknown, but was probabìy minimal for the subjects in the present

study due to its short duration. lf the condition haC remained for

some time, the consequences may have been more significant. Crossman

et aì (ì984) suggested that a reduced range of motion can put stress

on joints with the potentiaì of producing dysfunction. ln theory,

muscle dysfunction may give rise to joint dysfunction (Rose and Roth-

stei n, .l982) . Janda (.l982) stressed dysfunction of the ent i re motor

s),stem which often inciudes tightness and imbaìances in muscìe tension

and strength as an important part of the condition, demanding early

treatment. Gr i eve (lgZg) beì i eved that "asymmetr i caì tether í ng" of

the neck due to tightened muscìes could be a significant problem, al-

though thi s was often neglected. Johnston et al (1985) studied the

kinematics of cervical function and concluded that asymmetrical cervi-

caì side flexion r¡appeared to be an early indicator of a measurable

impai rment of cervícal function". Cooper et al (1982) stressed the
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the point that decreased range

weÌ'e reìated.

EffiG.CLENCHING TASKS

ln the cìenching tasks, it is important to note that the effect of

two factors were be i ng stud i ed:

the subjectsr wearing of the uni lateral spl ints over the course

of the exper i menta I per i od

the subjectsr performances of the specific tasks while actualìy

wear i ng the un i ì atera I spl i nts.

During tasks l, 2, and 3, therefore, the subjects were not wearing the

spì i nts wh i ì e the tasks were bei ng performed. Thus, onl y the effect

of the spl int wear period over the experimental period was being test-

ed. During tasks ìs, 2s, and js, on the other hand, the subjects were

occluding on the splints at the time of the El4G recording. These ac-

tivity ìevels recorded in these tasks were then compared to the activ-

ity ìevels recorded in the same tasks performed at the same recording

session, but without the spl int in the mouth (tasks l, 2, and 3).

Tasks ls, 2s, and Js therefore, onìy tested the change in the sub-

jects' activity levels due to their occluding on the spì int during the

same exper i menta I record i ng sess i on.

I n both task I and 2 , or the maximum static and

I

task without the spl int, neither spl int side group

cant change i n the act i v i ty of the anter i or tempora ì

sternocleidomastoid muscle activity decl ined in in

the spl int side muscle in the dominant group.

phasic cìenching

showed a signifi-

is muscles. The

al I cases except
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0n ì y one other study has exam i ned the act i v i ty of the

sternocìeidomastoid muscìes during cìenching tasks (Davies, 1979) and

this study did not examine ìevels of activ¡ty. lt only demonstrated

that the sternocleidomastoid muscles were active in various mandibular

tasks, incìuding clenching. lf the sternocleidomastoid muscìe is

functionally related to the muscles of mastication as Davies (1979)

suggested, then one can only specuìate that the period of spl int-wear

altered this reìationship in some way.

ln tasks ls and 2s , the effect of the subjectsroccluding on the

spl int in both a phasic and tonic maximum cìench was tested during the

experimentaì period of spl int wear. Occìusion on the uni ìateral

spl int did not lead to any changes in activity ìeveìs of the sterno-

cleidomastoid musc'l es despite a signif icant decline in the non-splint

side anterior temporal is. lt would seem that the activity of the

sternocleidomastoid in cìenchíng was not directly related to the si-

multaneous activity of the anterior tenporalis.

For task 3, the partial clenching task, no muscles showed a signif-

icant change in activity ìevels due to the spl int wear period. The

non-spl int side anterior temporaì is increased by more than 6596, but

the very large standard error rendered this change insignificant. The

trend toward an increase in activity of this muscle was probabìy due

to the tendency of the upper teeth on the non-spl int side to erupt

sl ightly. This produced minor alterations in the subjectsr occìusion

wi th the spì i nt removed. Al I subjects were aware of these changes,

but they did not last for more than several days after the end of the

study. These changes in occlusion did not produce any changes in the
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activity levels of the sternocleidomastoid muscles in either dominance

g roup .

ln task 3s, the effect of the subjectsr occìuding on the spì int was

tested during the partiaì clench task. The anterior temporaì is on the

non-spì int side demonstrated a significant decì ine of almost 80%. The

spì int side anterior temporal is was the muscìe monitored by the sub-

jects during clenching so that it was not expected to show any signif-

icant changes in activity ìeveìs.

The changes (or lack thereof) in the activity ìevels of the sterno-

cleidomastoid muscles must be interpreted careful ly because, in a num-

ber of cases, subjects displayed very I ittìe or no sternocleidomastoid

muscle activity in the partiaì clenching tasks. This does not mean

that no act iv i ty was present, but that the El'1G equ i pment d i cj not de-

tect any activity above the noise fìoor of the equipment. DeVries

096Ð emphasized that very sensitive equipment is required to detect

very low ìevels of muscle activity.

The use of the partial clenching task was designed to test the sub-

jects' responses similar to what they might have beerr doing with the

spìint during the experimental period. lt was discovered during the

pi lot study that, wi th the spl i nt i nserted, subjects al ternated be-

tween relaxing and clenching their mandibular muscìes. They rarely

found themselves clenching on the spl int with a maximum effort; more

often, they cìenched on the spì int moderately with an anterior tempo-

ralis activity leveì which was measured to be approximately 20 t-o 25?ó

of maximum" Different subjects however, may very weì ì have clenched

on the spl int with different amounts of force at different times.



This partial clenching task, therefore,

subj ec'ts I react i on to the sp ì i nt .

ili

was onìy an estimate of the

0f the five subjects demonstrating any sternocìeidomastoid activity

during the partial clench task, subjects no.'s À, 5, and 6 demonstrat-

ed the most interesting reactions to the spì int. With the spl int in

the rnouth, each of these subjects either abol ished the activity of the

non-spl inr side sternocleidomastoid muscle or produced activity in the

spìint side muscle where there was none without the splint.

The large differences in the sternocleidomastoid activity levels

ciur i ng the moderate c I ench i ng tasks may be rel ated to d i fferent

thresholds in subjects. Some subjects may show significant sterno-

cleidomastoi.l activity at a partial clench of l0Z of maximum, whereas

others may not show any activity untiì I+0"4 of maximum. l'loreover, the

threshoìd for sternocìeidomastoid activity may be different for the

two sides in the same subject.

It is interesting to speculate that the subjects alì may have dem-

onstrated the changes in sternocìeidomastoid activity levels seen in

subject no.'s 4, 5, and 6, ât the clenching ìeveìs they habituaì ìy

achieved during the spì int v¡ear period. This remains highìy specula-

tive until further testing can be performed on the activity ìeveìs of

the sternocleidomastoid muscìes at different ìevels of partiaì cìench-

ing, and of the leveìs of partial clenching achieved by subjects dur-

i ng a per i od of un i I atera I spì i nt wear.

Another signif ican'r factor of the subjectsr reaction to the splint

would have been the amount of time each subject occluded (or bruxed)
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the spì int. This factor is also unknown, but probabìy had a sig-

ficant effect on the muscular reaction to the spì int wear period.

The reacrion of the anterior temporalis to the spìint was expected

and was, in fact, the purpose of the uni lateraì spì int used. Specifi-

calìy, the unilateraì splint was intended to produce an asymmetry in

mandibular elevator activity, with decreased activity on the non-

spì int side, while maintaining activity on the spì int s¡de. Bakke and

lilolìer (1980) found that on the side of an occlusal interference, the

activity leveìs of the masseter and temporal is muscìes were unchanged,

whereas those on the non-interference side decl ined significantìy.

Bakke and l'1oì ìer (1980) examined interf erences of less than I mm. , but

Hol ìer (197Ð and Rasmussen and I'lol ìer (1975) found similar results

for uni lateral onlays with verticaì openings simi lar to those used in

the present exper í ment.

The primary reason for this asymmetricaì eìavator activity is be-

lieved to be due tc the absence of contact on the non-splint or non-

interference side. Lund and Lamarre (197Ð demonstrated that, at

ìeast under some conditions, the periodontal receptors are stimulated,

producing positive feedback to achieve normal leveìs of mandibular el-

evetor act i v i ty. Lund and Lamarre (197Ð a I so showed that the mand i -

bular elevator response to the feedback was not normal ìy under the

subject's conscious controì. The subjects in the present study did not

have any opportunity to deveìop controì of this feedback reaction. lt

is reasonable therefore, to bel ieve that the asymmetrical eìevator ac-

tivity during the partiaì cìench task was an accurate indication of

the subjectsr reactions to the spì int over the entíre experimental

period and not a learned or willed response.
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Sheikholeslam and Riise (1983) aìso suggested that the

temporomandibuìar joint receptors may modify the activity of the man-

dibular elevators. This coulC also have been responsible for the

changes in mandibuìar actir¡ity seen in the present situation. lf the

subject was to have equaì biìateraì activity of the mandibuìar eleva-

tors with the uniìateral occìusaì contact, the longer lever arm on the

non-splint side would tend to unseat the condyle on the splint side.

ln this situation, it would not be unexpected that the temporomandibu-

'lar joint receptors wouìd sense this unseating of the condyle and in-

hibit the activity of the eìevators on the non-spl int side. This is

on I y specu ì at i ve, however .

Wood and Tob i as ( I 984) a ì so used a

react i on of the mand i bu I ar e I evator s to

tact. They found no aìteration in acti

either side, but their subjects did

sìgnificant length of time as they did

uni lateraì spì

an alteration

vity levels of

not wear thei r

i n the present

int to test the

in occlusaì con-

the eìevators on

spl ints for any

s tudy .

f"lacDona I d and Hannam (ì 982) conc I uded that the patterns of musc I e

activity "were consistentìy dependant upon the position and number of

occlusal stops empìoyedr'. They found different patterns of activity

depending on whether the contact was on the working side or the bal-

ancing side of the jaw. lt was for this reason, that the present ex-

periment used a uni lateraì spl int rather than a single interference.

ln the latter case, subjects may shift their jaw to one side or the

other, to obtain a more comfortable occlusion. The side to which the

jaw is deviated may then affect the subjectrs reaction to the inter-

ference. lt was hoped that a unilateraì splint, with flat occlusal
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contact, wouìd not produce any ìateral deviation of the mandibìe and

so obviate any working-side versus balancing-side effects. I t was

found in the pilot studies, and later confirmed in the study, that

subjects did seem to occìude on the spl int with no lateraì deviations.

This finding agreed welì with Smith (.I985) who bel ieved that the con-

dyles are more resistant to stress when the mandibìe is in the mid-

line.

E[4G . HEAD MOVING TASKS

For tasks l+ and 5, simple unilateraì

nificant changes in activity ìeveìs

in the subjects wearing the spì int on

strated a signif icnt increase in the

sternocl ei domastoi d muscì e.

side flexion, there were no sig-

of the sternocìeidomastoid except

the non-dominant side who demon-

activÌty of the non-spl int side

For task 6, in the continuous bilateral side flexion, the splint-

side sternocìeidomastoid muscìes showed no significant changes for ei-

ther splint-side group during activity as a prime mover or during the

return phase of the movement. The non-spl int side muscle also showed

no change in activity ìeveìs in the non-dominant group during either

activity. The non-spl int side muscle in the dominant group, however,

did demonstrate a significant increase in activity levels both during

function as a prime mover and in the return phase of the head move-

ment.

The interpretation of these results is made difficult by the fact

that no one has studied the acrivity of the sternocleidomastoid muscle

during head movements of subjects with acute changes in their range of
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motion. Sturgis et al (1983) did examine the activity of severaì mus-

cles, including the sternocleiciomastoid, in various dynamic tasks.

Their purpose was to compare a group of subjects suffering from chron-

ic headaches to a group of headache-free controls. They did not take

into account the range of motion of the subjects, however, and the

head movements incìuded a significant amount of shoulder movement so

that the resuìts are nor comparabìe to the present study. Wolf et al

(197Ð examined low back range of motion and El'lG activity levels in a

large group of control subjects in an attempt to deveìop a normative

data base to wh i ch pat i ents wi th dysfunct i on cou I d be compared. Un-

fortunateìy, they did not attempt to correìate the two factcrs.

The subject of ìow back pain has attracted much more research than

that of neck pain and dysfunction. Unfortunateìy, Sherman (1985)

found the I iterature examining EHG activity in patients with low back

pain to be confusing and contradictory. ln his study, Sherman (.l985)

stressed the importance of individual patterns of El4G activity associ-

ated with pain and dysfunction in the lower back. He found that in

the chronic patient, there was no síngìe predictabìe pattern of Et4G

abnormality. Èloreover, the EllG activity pattern existing in a patient

did not seem to correlate with any factor such as the severity of the

pa!n or dysfunction, or its etioìogy.

The present study remains very different from aì I other studies

looking at dysfunction in the axial skeleton because it is a prospec-

tive study examining ihe early stages of dysfunction in a healthy sub-

ject, AI I other studies have examineci patients with chronic condi-

tions, of a ìong stanCing and complex nature. One would expect that a
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group of patients with the identical initiaì injury or stress factor

would show more simiìar patterns of dysfunction in terms of El"lc, range

of mot i on, and other factors. l{i th t ime however. the progress i on of

these patients' dysfurrctions will diverge as numerous factors such as

âgê, ì ifestyìe, pain tolerance, joint dysfunction, posture, anatomical

factors, treatments, and others, interact to aìter the pattern of dys-

funct i on.

ln the interpretation of the results of the present study, the most

consîstent and interesting finding is that the dominant group showed

significantly higher sternocleidomastoid activity leveìs on the non-

spl int side for both activities in side fìexing in task 6: as a prime

mover and in the return phase of the movment. A tight (resistant to

stretch) sternocleidomastoid muscle can I imit side flexion (Gould,

'l985) so that the muscle of the opposite side involved in perforrning

the movement, might reach higher levels of activity to overcome the

increased resistance. A tight spì int side sternocìeidomastoid would

aìso exp'l ain the decreased range in side f ìexion to the non-splint

side which was found in al I subjects, and in the dominant group in

particular. One wouìd have expected a simiìar higher activity ìevel

of the non-spl int side in the non-dominant group, but theír range of

motion was not affected to the same extent as the dcminant group. Fur-

thermore two members of the non-dominant group showed that the tight-

ness they had in the spl int side muscle was easily stretched out and

was not therefore, as severe.

Again one is presented with differences in response to the splint

based on the relationship between the splint buildup side and the side
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of dominance of the subject. lnterestingly, one subject in the non-

dominant group showed the same pattern of increase in the activity

leveì of the non-spl int side as was found in the dominant group. This

subject did not display a ìess asymmetricaì range on the second exper-

imentaì day indicating that he may have been affected to a greater ex-

tent than the others in the non-dominant group.

Janda (l 986) commented that the i nterpretat i on of these f i nd i ngs,

based on the suggestion that the sternocleidomastoid on the spì i nt

side had a greater resistance to stretch, was onìy specuìative. He

stressed the compì ex i ty of the b i omechan i cs of the neck wh i ch pre-

cludes a simple antagonistic reìationship between contralateral mus-

cles.

Unfortunately, the pattern of activity leveì changes in the sterno-

cìeidomastoids in the repetitive side fìexing task was not seen in the

other simple side fìexing tasks. This ìends evidence to the assertion

that the pattern of dysfunction in the present study was probably more

complex than simpìy the increased resistance to stretch of a single

neck muscle. The non-dominant group did demonstrate an increased lev-

el of activity in the non-spl int side sternocleidomastoid in side-

flexing to the splint side during the return phase of the movement; a

finding which would be consistent with increased resistance to stretch

in the spl int side muscìe. One would aìso have expected the non-

spì int side muscle to be affected in side flexing to the non-spl int

side, but there was no significant change. The lack of any signifi-

cant changes in the dominant group in the uni ìateral side fìexing

tasks demonstrates that these tasks are not as similar to the repeti-

tive bilateral side flexing task as they appear.
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The side fìexing tasks may have differed in the Cegree to which the

subj ects attempted to reach the end-po i nt of the i r range of mot i on.

ldeal ly one would measure the subjectsr movements with an electrogo-

niomete;-, simultaneously with the ElçlG recordings. 0ne can onìy assume

that the subj ects r^,ere s ide f lex ing to the same po inr as they d id when

their range of motion was tested with the goniometer prior to the tt4G

recording. This would seem a reasonable assumption considering the

low standarcj errors for the range of motion measurements and that alì

subjects were given the same instructìons in each case.

Another compl icating factor was that, whi ìe a subject may not have

side fìexed a different amount in different tasks, the subject may

have expended more or ìess effort in one task over another. This does

not precìude comparisons, but it does mean that tasks which appear to

be very similar may be quite different from the standpoint of EHG ac-

rivity.

ln the repetitive side fìexing task, where the muscles were being

al ternately contracted and then stretched, one could speculate that

the initial contraction in the affected spl int-side muscìe may have

produced a ì ingering faci I itation in that muscle. This may have in-

creased the stiffness and resistance to stretch when the muscìe was

immediately caì led upon to relax. I t must be stressed that stiffness

in a muscle does not aìways reduce the range of motion, but rather ¡t

may simply make the muscle more resistant to stretch within the same

range (Johnston et al, 1985). ln the simpìe uni lateraì side fìexing

tasks, the muscle which was contraìateral to the movement (the muscle

which will be stretched by the movement) was not actively contracted
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prior to its being stretched. This may have produced a lower stiff-

ness withln its range of motion than in the previous case.

ffiECHANISffi HYPOTHESIS

The significant changes seen in the present sampìe were consistent

wi th ihe widely held cl inicaì concept that mandibular dysfunction can

produce d)rsfunction in the muscìes of the neck. The results do not

conclusiveìy prove such a relationship exists because of the smaì ì

sampìe, the short time per iod of the study, and the fact that the

provocation of the uni lateral spl int did not produce frank mandibuìar

dysfunct i on. Neverthel ess, the un i I ateraì spì i nt d i d appear to

produce significantly asymmetrical mandibular eìevator activity and

this is often found

and I'lolìer, 197Ð.

produce a frank case

does this however,

in

It

of

cases of temporomandibular dysfunction (Bakke

is also potentialìy dangerous and unethical to

Tl"lD in an asymptomatic subject. Even if one

one is studying an acute case which may be differ-

ent from the chronic case (which describes most of the cl inical cases

seeking treatment) . There are advantages to studying the early, acute

case (as outìined earlier), but one cannot assume it is identical to

the chronic case. I'toreover, the reaction to frank TllD pain and dys-

function may cause neck dysfunction simpìy as a spl inting reaction to

the head pain, whereas the present resuìts are more I ikely due to a

functional relationship. ln addition, the present study is signifi-

cant in demonstrating that the evidence of neck dysfunction appeared

after ìess than one week of the occlusal disturbance.
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The provocation of the short*term wear of a uni lateral spì int does

appear then, to be a reasonable modeì to study the effects of asymme-

tricaì mandibuìar elevator activity on the system. Given this, what

is the mechanism by which this asymmetrical mancjibuìar activity pro-

duces the mi ld, but significant neck dysfunction seen in this study?

The fundamental cause of neck involvement in THD wouìd seem to lie

in the intimate functional and anatomic reìationship between the head

and neck muscles, and regionaì structures ìn generaì. There is ample

evidence that the muscìes of the head and neck (and particularly the

anterior temporal is and sternocleidomastoid) are related in the case

of both migraine and tensìon headaches (Simons et al, 191+3; Bakal and

Kaganov, 1977; 0lesen, 1978; Lous and 0lesen, 1982; and Hudzinski,

1983). This relationship could be due to a splinting type of reaction

in one set of muscles as a response to pain in a nearby regiono as Si-

mons et al (lgf¡) found. There is a significant body of evidence re-

ì at i ng headaches and temporomand i bu I ar dysf unct ion (ltlagnusson and

Car I sson , l978; lvlagnusson and Car I sson, .l980; l'lagnusson, I980; Re i k

and Hale, ì981; and l.lagnusson, 1982) . While this spl inting reaction

to pain almost certainìy occurs to produce neck involvement, the func-

tional relationship between the masticatory system and the neck mus-

cles also appears to be an important factor in the development of neck

dysfunct i on.

The present study i nd i cates the ex i stence of th i s strong funct i ona I

relationship between mandibuìar function and the neck muscles, because

ali of the subjects displayed some changes in their neck muscìes due

to the spìint wear period, yet none of them experienced sigificant
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pain lasting more than 8 hours. Jimenez (1986) suggested that the ac-

tivities of the muscles of mastication are modified by a compìex inte-

grated input from a number of sources incìuding receptors in the per-

iodontaì ì igament, temporomandibular joint, periosteum, and muscìes.

This study suggests that an equaì ìy complex input from the oral region

may be stimulating and modifying the activity of the sternocleidomas-

toid muscle and probably other neck muscìes as wel ì.

The reasons behind this possible relationship are open to conjec-

ture, but it is reasonable to bel ieve that the neck muscles are active

in mandibular tasks in order to stabi ì ize the head. Smith (1984), in

his model of the muscles of mastication and temporomandibuìar joint

I oad i ng, found that the system i s not wel I sui ted to resoìve lateraì

forces on the teeth and the mandible. This problem could be solved by

cìosinE the mandible firmly to 'lock' the occluding teeth together,

and the mandible to the skulì. The neck muscles could then actively

resist the ìateral forces developed by the mandibular movement or ac-

tivity. One can readiìy observe this mechanism at work when a dog

tears at an object with its teeth, or when a human rips a piece of

toffee or licorice with his teeth.

These situations are, however, guite rare (particuìarìy in the case

of humans), so one is left to wonder why there would be relatively
'l ow, but significant activity ìn normal vertical clenching tasks such

as the one used in the study (and presumabìy during the entire period

of splint wear). lt may be that in any number of mandibular tasks,

including clenching, the neck muscles including the sternocleidomas-

toid, are stimulated to a low activity ìeveì to prepare them for the
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act as significant stabi ì izers of

Harsden et aì (lgZA) found that more di stant muscles react wi th

short latencies to ìoad changes in prime movers. They original ly be-

lieved that this reaction was simpìy due to stretch reflexes in the

prime mover muscles, but the very short ìatency periods suggested to

them that the effect was central ìy driven by the afferent input to the

prime mover. The more distant muscles anticipate the effect of the

ìoad changes upon the prime mover and tend to minimize them. They

further suggested that the organization of responses must be very com-

pl ex. Tanj i and Evarts (1976) found activi ty i n the motor cortex

which preceeded the intended movement. They found that there was di-

rectional specificity in the activity of motor cortex units, which was

related to the detai ìs of the impending rnuscular contraction.

It is also of interest to note that it has been suggested that oro-

faciaì dyskinesia which is a neuroìogical disorder invoìving excessive

uncoordinated movements of the face, jaw, tongue, and neck, may be re-

lated in some patients to occlusal imbalances (Sutcher et al, 1973;

Farrar , 1976; and Sutcher and Sugar, 1982) . These cl inicians have

treated such patients with occìusal therapy and have observed signifi-

cant improvements in their condition.

The steps in the

study would seem to

deveìopment of

be as fol lows:

The unilateral splint

and stimulation of the

the dysfunction seen in the present

produced primai'i ly uni lateraì activity

ipsi ìateral elevators.

t.
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2. The asymmetrical occlusal table could have caused a significant

amount of ¡:arafunction in the subjects. There is no direct ev-

idence for this, aìthough it is a common cl inical concept that

an occ I usa i i nterference or d i screpancy can produce abnorma l

masticatory function. I'tost subjects themselves were aware of

bruxing on the spì int, but the important factor of how often

and with what force they bruxed was a signìficant, /et unknown,

factor.

The prirnari ly uni ìateral activity of the ipsi lateraì mandibuìar

muscles produced an abnormal amount of ipsiìateral activity of

the sternocì eidomastoid muscl e.

The sternocleidomastoid muscle activity would generaì ly have

been of a low ìe.¡el, but it could have caused shortening of the

muscle as it wouìd have constituted contraction at a relativeìy

fixed ìength. This is based on the reasonabìe assumption that

the subjects wouìd not generaì ly move their heads during the

clenching. This may have been particularly true when the sub-

ject was asleep. One couìd speculate that the subjectsrmus-

cles were most affected by the stiffening process at this time.

The muscles of the neck may also be particlarly prone to tight-

ness because in most people, they are rareìy moved through a

fulì range of motion during the course of a normal day. Evi-

dence for this is afforded by the fact that three of the sub-

_iects showed a significant improvement in their range of motion

after the stretching of the first experimentaì day. lt was

aìsc observed in the piìot studies that if the range of motion

in side f lexion was checkeci daily, the subjects did not show
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br ief , yet f ul ì stretch of tl're muscles.

due to
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th is

One probìem with this step in the deveìopment of the dysfunction is

that several subjects did not dispìay measurable sternccleidomastoid

activity during the partiaì clenching task with the spì int. This

couìd simply be due to the ìack of high sensitivity of the El'tG equip-

ment used. I t must a lso be remembered that the EltlG surf ace e lectrodes

do sampìe a wíde area of the muscle, but there could be smaì l, but

significant areas of activity which are not detected due to electrode

pìacement. The ìack of measurable activity couìd aìso mean that whi le

there was no muscle activity at that ìevel of clench, the subject may

have cl enched dur i ng the exper imentaì per iod wi th more force dur i ng

the spì int wear period, than was measured in the partiaì cìenching

task.

5. The i ncreased t i ghtness and res i stance to stretch of the i ps i -

lateraì spì ìnt-side sternocìeidomastoid could have produced the

reduced range in side flexion to the non-spì int side seen in 6

of the subjects. lt could also have produced the sensation of

tightness in side flexing to that side seen in seven of the

subjects. This tightness could have led to the increased ac-

tivity seen in the non-spì int side sternocleidomastoid for the

dominant group during the repetitive side fìexion task.

The changes which occurred in the sternocleidomastoid activity lev-

els during the cìenching tasks without the spl int' but after the

spl int wear period, are difficult to explain. At the present level of

knowìedge, one can only speculate that the integrated stimulating in-



put from the oral region to the muscìe

that input were simpìy, or ccl lectively,

spl i nt wear.

These changes, however, ìed to

study wh i ch was the d ì fference i n

the spìint bulldup on the dominant

an additionaì finding of the present

response between the groups wear i ng

and non-dominant sides. Lateraì i-

or the musc I ers

a ì tered dur i ng
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response to

the per i od of

ty, or motor dominance of one side, is a well established phenomenon

based on asymmetrical function in the brain and central nervous system

(Kinsbourne, 1978). The motor impì ications of this dominance have not

been extensively studied except where 'uhey concern the performance of

skilled tasks (which are more easily performed by the Cominant side).

Handedness and footedness are wel I establ ished and they are generaì ìy

the same side within an individual, although this is not always the

case (Nachson et al, .l983). lt has aìso been establ ished that many

individuaìs demonstrate facedness or dominance of one side of the face

(Chaurasia and Goswami, 197Ð. Generaììy, the dominant side of the

face is contralateral to the dominant side of the rest of the body

which is not surprising as the facial nerve supplying the face con-

sists of uncrossed fibres, whereas the cervical cord motor fibres sup-

plying the rest of the body are generally crossed fibres (Barr, 1974).

No one has specifical ly examinecj the reìative dominance of the two

sides of the axial skeìeton. lf there is a domínant side, one would

expect it to generally coincide with the dominance of the limbs, as

the fibres to the neck muscles (including the sternocìeidomastoid) are

primari ly crossed. 0ne can therefore only specuìate, that the muscles

of the dominant side of the neck are more responsive to input from

sources such as the masticatory system. This would correlate with the
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findings in the present study where, during the cìenching tasks with-

out the spì int in the mouth, the spl int-side sternocleidomastoid did

not show the decìine in activity ìevels due to the splint wear period

in the dominant group as was found in the non-dominant group. Higher

activity of the splint-side sternocìeidomastoid in the dominant group,

over the spl i nt-wear per iod, \^Jou l d a ì so expìa in the i ncreased tens ion

impìied by the range of motion and side f lexion El'4G f indings.

Unfortunately, the problem of dysfunction in the musculoskeletai

system has not rece i ved the attent i on ì t deserves. The subj ect of

dysfunction in the axial skeìeton has received even less attention

than other problems. There have been few epidemiologicaì studies fo-

cusing on back and neck problems, and often the cause of dysfunction

cannot be determined (Kelsey, 1982). ln Noi'th America, the osteopath-

ic profession has carried out research in the field and has speciaì-

ized in its treatment, yet it is somewhat outside of traditional medi-

cine and its literature is not readiìy accessible. Hany

physiotherapists assess and treat patients very successfully using os-

teopathic concepts, but in most cases the theory behind that treatment

has not been va I i dated.

ln Europe, the situation is better as the field of physical medi-

cine is ìarger and more active than it is in North America, although

the compìexi ty of dysfunction i n the musculoskeìetal system i s sti I I

an impediment to research. ln the field of physical medicine, Janda

has done much to generate a theoretical framework for the understand-

ing of musculoskeletal dysfunction supported by both cl inical findings

and treatment, as weì I as research. He has stressed that dysfunction
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always involves the entire motor system including the central nervous

sysfem, muscles, and joints (Janda, 1980, 1982a, 1982b, and 1985). He

has further suggested that aìtered proprioception and afferent activi-

ty of joint receptors often produces the dysfunction seen in patients.

According ro Janda, this acute joint dysfunction often arises due to

changes in muscìe length anci biomechaninics (¡ot¡r reflex and anatomi-

cal).

Janda (l 986) be I i eved that the resu I ts of the present study i nd i -

cated the poss i bl e i nrrolvement of numerous structures i n the neck.

The initial changes were probabìy in the muscles of the neck (incìud-

ing, but not restricted to the sternocleidomastoid), but that the mus-

cle changes mãy have produced changes in joint reìationships, particu-

larly arounC the Cl and C2 vertebra, where one would expect

compensations to maintain a leveì head posture. Janda suggested that

the complexity of the dysfunction is inCicated by the different chang-

es in activity levels of the sternocleidomastoid muscles in the head

moving tasks rvhich we!-e simiiar, but sìightly different. Janda (1986)

suggested that this indicated the results of this study cannot be sim-

pìy explained by the increased stiffness of the sternocleìdomastoid

muscle, but rather other muscles and joints were probably involved.

An attempL was made to correlate the different findings in the sub-

jects with habits such as the tendency to chew on one side or to sleep

on one side. No correlations could be found, but often a subject will

not be àware of a habit so that this finding does not rule out the im-

portance of such habits in the development of dysfunction.
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The present study indicates, therefore, that asymmetric masticatory

muscle activity can produce evidence of early neck dysfunction. lt

wouìd seem then, that. this does lend evidence to the suggestion that

an occlusal discrepancy and the resuìting masticatory hyperactivity

often seen in Tl4D may be associated with the deveìopment of dysfunc-

tion in the cervical region (Trott and Goss, 1978; Danzig and Van

Dyke, 1983, Friedman and Weisberg, 1985; and Passero et al' 1985). At

the very ìeast, it indicates the potentiaì for invoìvement of the

sternocleidomastoid muscles. Because these muscìes aìone cannot sta-

bi I ize the head (Kapandj i, 1974), one wouìd hypothesize that other

neck muscìes may aìso be involved.

Dysfunction in the neck due to masticatory muscìe hvperactivity ma¡'

not aìways produce frank symptoms which prompt patients to seek treat-

ment. it may, however, produce functionaì impairment of the neck

which would set the patient up for an acute episode of pain and dys-

function when an additional stress is pìaced on the subject. Hany of

the conclusions and hypotheses in this study are highly specuìative,

reflecting the relative lack of knowledge in the field of clinical

physical medicine. This study does suggest that the area of cervical

involvement in temporomandibular disorders deserves further investiga-

tion.



Chapter V

SUþ|MARY AND CI]NCLUSit]NS

The reaction of the neck and the sternocìeìdomastoid muscìe in partic-

uìar, to a seven to twelve day period of unilateral occlusaì contact

was studied in eight healthy subjects. The subjects wore a lower oc-

clusaì spì int buiìt-up on onìy one side to achieve uniìateral posteri-

or occìusaì contact in centric occlusion and in ìateral excursions.

They wore the spì i nt at al ì times, apart from meal s. The subjects

were divided into two groups: those wearing the spìint buiìdup on

their dominant side, and those wearing the spì int bui ìdup on their

non-dominant side (referred to as dominant and non-dominant groups).

The uni ìateral vertical bui ldup was designed to avoid lateral deflec-

tions of the mandibìe on closure. The subjects demonstrated no signs

or symptoms of temporomandibuìar dysfunction, or neck pain or dysfunc-

tion prior to the study, and they served as their own controls. The

subjects were tested on two days prior to the spl int wear period, and

on two days at the concìusion of the spìint wear period. 0n each day

of testi ng, the subjects were tested wi th respect to thei r natural

resting head posture in the frontal plane, their range of motion in

side f lexion of the head and neck, and the peak El'lG activity of the

paired anterior temporal is and sternocleidomastoid muscles during sev-

eral clenching and side flexing tasks. Data was analysed using a

l'1ixed Anaìys is of Var iance and a Studentrs t-test to determine if the

changes due to the spl int wear period were statisticaììy significant.

-129-
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Unilateral posterior ccclusal contact did not produce any signifi-

cant signs or symptons of THD in the subjects over the period of

spì int wear. Aì ì subjects tolerated the spì int with no significant

problems apart írom a singìe, mi ìd period of head, oÍ neck pain re-

ported in several subjects lasting no more than eight hours.

Tl"re per iod of un i latera ì occ lusa ì contact d id not produce any s ig-

nificant changes in the head posture of the subjects in the frontaì

plane. Aì ì subjects were found to cons i stentìy hold thei r heads very

close to the upright position with the interoccular ì ine perpendicuìar

to the gravitationaì vertical.

The unilateral occìusal contact did alter the head and neck range

of motion in side flexion by increasing the asymmetry in the range of

motion to the two sides. This effect was greater in the dominant

group. ln six of the eight subjects, the range of motion was rela-

tively less in side flexion to the non-spìint side which is consistent

with increased resistance to stretch of the sternocleidomastoid on the

spl int side. Two subjects showed the opposite direction of change in

their range of motion in side flexion so that the direction of change

was not significant for the subjects as a whole. The reaction of the

these two subjects with respect to range of motion i I lustrated that

even in the early stages of dysfunction, some subjects wiìl react dif-

ferentìy. The alteration in symmetry of side flexion range of motion

was significantìy improved in some subjects by the stretching of the

tightened muscles during the range of motion and El4G testing.
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Unilateraì ccclusal contact reduced the EltlG activity of the anteri-

cr temporaìis on the non-spìint side in both maximum clenching tasks

anci in partial clenching tasks (ZO - 259a of maximum) . The sternoclei-

domastoiC muscìes were active in maximum clenching tasks in al ì sub-

jects and demonstrated act ivi ty i n some subjects dur i ng parti ai

cìenching (20 - 25% of maximum). The period of uni lateral occlusal

contact reduced tne activity of the non-contact side sternocìeidomas-

toid muscle in all subjects. The activity of the contact side muscle

was aìso reduced in the non-dominant group. ln the dominant group

however, the activity of the contact side sternocleidomastoid during

max inrum c I ench i ng task s 
"^/as 

not a ì tered .

Repetitive side fìexing from side to side for severaì cycles demon-

sti-ated higher peak activity levels of the non-spl int side sternoclei-

domastoi d (subjects wear i ng the spl i nt bu i ldup on thei r domi nant

side). This is consistent lvith an increased resistance to stretch in

the spì int-side sternocleidomastoid. 0nly one subject of the the non-

dominant group demonstrated this increase in activity of the non-

spì int side sternocleidomastoid in the repetitive head moving task,

The period of uni latei'al occlusal contact, ìasting approximately

one week, did seenl io produce changes in the neck which were consis-

tent with increased tension in the sternocleidomastoid on the contact

or spl int side of the subjects. This was particuìarìy true of sub-

jects with the occlusal contact on the dominant side of their body.

I t was suggest-ed that the un i I atera I occ I usa I contact may have pro-

ciuced largely uni ìateral parafunctional occìusaì activity in the sub-

jects which produced uni lateral stimulation of the sternocleidomas-

toids on the side ipsilateral to the occlusal contact. lt was further
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suggesteC that this stimulation of the muscìe at a reìatively fixed

ì ength produced the i ncrease i n st i ffness and res i stance to stretch

seen in the subjects. The earìy developmen+. of these signs indicate

the potentiaì for involvement in THD involving masticatory muscle hy-

peractiv;ty , cti the sternocleidomastoid and pi'obably other neck neck

muscles as weì l. I t also demonstrates a functional relationship be-

tween the masticatory and neck muscles.

FUTURE RESEARCH RECOIdMENDATIONS

T¡e resuìts of the present srudy indicate that the sternocleidomastoid

muscle can be adverseìy affected by unilateraì occìusaì contact lead-

ing to the earìy stages of dysfunction in the neck. There remain how-

ever, numerous questions which should be investigated by further re-

search.

l. Tþe period of unilateral occlusal contact was quitê brief' yet

significant changes were discovered in the sternocleidomastoid

and the neck. The lack of s ign ì f icant Tl'1D symptoms and the

I ack of compì i cat i ons i n the subj ects stud i ed ' suggest that a

longer period of spì int wear may be necessary. A spl int with

uni lateral occìusal contact cannot be worn indefinitely because

of the erupt i on of the unopposed teeth. Eat i ng wi thout the

spl i nt wi I I slow the development of these changes. Repeti tion

of this study over a one month period of splint wear would ap-

pear feasible wi th cìose moni toring. I t would also be of value

to examine a larger sample of subjects in a future study.
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2. ln addition to the sternocìeidomastoid muscìes, future studies

should aìso examine changes in the scaìene muscìes which func-

tion similarìy to the sternocleidomastoids, as weì l as the pos-

terior cervica'i muscles st.lch as the splenius capitis, semi-spi-

naìis capitis, erector spinae, and the upper trapezius muscles.

The present study attempted to measure the ìatter, but EKG ar-

tifact made 
"his 

impossible. The use of a computer to eì imi-

nate this artifact should be considered. lt would also be use-

ful to use more complex transformations of the raw EHG data by

the latest state of the art methods. For instance, power spec-

traì anaìysis might reveaì fatigue in the muscles due to the

hyperactivity oí uni lateral contact. I t wouìd also be useful

to examine the resting activity of these muscìes using more

sensitive eguipment than that used in the present study. Head

and neck movements such as rotation should also be tested. lt

wouìd be vaìuabìe to design an eìectrogoniometer or use a fi ìm

camera to record the head movements dur ing the El'lG record ing

and to correl ate them wi th the musc I e act i v i ty.

3. The amount of time and force with which the subject occìudes on

the uni lateraì spl int must have a significant bearing on the

development of dysfunction. I t would be useful ' therefore' to

design a spl int which could record these two factors for stor-

age anci later retrieval.

It was suggested in the study that the muscles of the neck in-

cluding the sternocleidomastoid, may have excitatory input from

a number of receptors in the masticatory system such as muscle

spindles and tendon organs, as welì as receptors in the joints'

periodontal ligament, and periosteum. The relative importance

4.
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of these could be tested by using ìocal anesthetics to block

their input and observing the activity of the neck muscles. lt

wouìd also be desirabìe to observe the activity of the neck

muscìes in different subjects at different leveìs of partial

c I ench.

The present study examined the natural head posture of the sub-

j ects i n the frontaì pl ane dur i ng qu i et stand i ng. Under th i s

siruation, the subject might find it easy to correct for any

tendency of postural devi ation. One could exami ne the head

posture of subjects pei'forming a standarcjized task such as

viewing a short fi ìnl. ln this way, a more real istic pìcture of

how the subject holds his head might be deveìoped and may show

more changes.

Postural adaptations would probably involve the shoulders and

possibly the enti re skeleton, so that a photographic protocoì

should be developed to assess this as well.

lf uni ìateral masticatory activìty produces uni lateral sterno-

cleidomastoid activity, one would expect that subjects who brux

might demonstrate bi ìateral sternocìeidomastoid activity pro-

ducing a forward head posture. This too could be measured by a

photograph i c technique.

The hypothesis that neck dysfunction produced by occlusal dys-

function may lead to problems in balance and distorted neck re-

flexes could be tested in subjects by using tests of balance

such as those used by Nashner et aì (lg8¡) . Possibly related

to this dysfunction of orientation, changes in athletic per-

formance could be tested by assessing performance in an obsta-

6.

7.

8.
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cìe course before anci after the wearing of a uni lateral occìu-

sal spì int. An obstacle course wouìd also be a rnore comprehen-

sive test of the effectiveness of treatment spì ints in athìetes

rather than tests of strength.

9. An epidemiological study shouìd be used to determine the neck

f unct ion of a Ì I types of TltlD pat ients, but part icuìar ìy in

those vlith uniìateral contact or prematurities.

10. ln addition to the occlusaì provocation of a unilateral spìint,

the effect of singìe tooth prematurities involving mandibular

deviations shouìd aìso be studied in reìation to neck dysfunc-

tion.

ln addition to these dentaì ìy related studies, the use of a uni lat-

eral occlusal splint wouìd be a vaìuabìe method to study the early de-

velopment of dysfunction in the neck. No other study has examined

this problem and the development of such a modeì wouìd allow the study

of the earìy changes in muscle activity and joint function in the

neck. One could aìso look for involvement of the thoracic and lower

back.
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Appendix A

HI STt]RY

Pat ient I'lame

I . GENERAL HEALTH

a. Have you ever had the foì lowing?

sinus infection ear infection arthritis loose joints

b. Do you have frequent headaches?

How often do thev occur?

What area of the head?

How long do they last?

Does anyth i ng seem to prec i p i tate them?

Do you suffer from migraines?

c. Have you ever had a severe blow to the head

or had a whipìash type neck injury?

d. llave you ever experienced any tingl ing, numbness

cr weakness in the upper or lower extremities?

e. Do you presently take any medication?

f . Descr i be any other current non-denta ì phys i ca ì prob ì ems

or recent medical care you have received.

2. PAIN SY¡4PTO¡iIS

a. Do you have any pain or discomfort in the head, neck,

shouìders or back? frequent sti ff necks or shoulders?

frequent headaches?

Describe the character of the pain:

sharp, duì l, aching, deep, superficial, burning,
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spread i ng, pu l sat i ng?

ls the paín constant, intermittent?

For how long does the pain ìast?

Does the pain start graduaì ìy, suddenly?

Does the pain stop gradual ì Iy, suddenly?

What time of day is the pain most severe?

How often do you have the pain?

What is the longest period you have gone with out the pain?

I,/hat medication, if any, do you take for the pain?

Does any other factor appear to increase or decrease the pain?

Have you found any position of the jaw or head

which reì ieves or el iminates the pain?

b. Do any of the foìlowing normaì activities cause pain?

Yawning, chewing, swallowing, speaking, moving head,

moving neck, moving shouìders, moving arms,

mov i ng trunk?

3. oRAL F UNCT r 0N

a. Does your jaw opening seem normal?

b. Does your mandible ever lock open on wide opening?

c. Bo you ever have any of these sounds i n your TiïJ's?

Grating R L

Snapping R L

Clicking R L

Popp i ng R. L

How often are these sounds present?

ln what position is your mandible when they occur?

d. Do you ever have any pa in around your- Tl'iJr s or ears?

e. Have you noticed any change in your occlusion?

f. Does your occlusion seem normaì? Are you comfortable with it?

g. Do you have any problems swal ìowing.
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4. RELATED FACTORS

a. Have you noticed any change in your hearing?

b. Do you errer have tinnitus (ringing) in your ears?

or a feeì ing of ful lness pressure, or bìockage?

c. Do you ever experience dizzyness? Fainting?

Nausea? Drop attacks?

d. Are you aware of grinding or cìenching your teeth

during the night or day?

e. Do you freguently chew gum, fingernai ls, penci ls or other objects?

f. Do your masticatory muscìes ever become tired?

S. Do you play a musical instrument such as

a reed instrument, fìute, or viol in?

h. Do you frequentìy shoot guns?

i. Do you I ie on your stomach when you sìeep?

j. Have you recentìy had extensive dental work,

oral surgery, or a general anesthetic?

k. Have you ever been treated by an orthodontist?

l. Have you had your occlusion altered by a dentist?

m. Have you ever been treated for temporomandibular

dysfunction, or felt you might be suffering from it?

n. Do you bel ieve you are under particular stress?



Appendix B

EXAHiNATT(]N

F AC I AL SYI4T4ETRY

-appears grossly normal?

2. PALPAT I 0N 0F THE Tl"1J ' s - Pa i n

a. THJ paìpation on lateral aspect

(teeth in rest position)

b . T¡4J pa I pat ion on I atera I aspect

(teeth c I enched)

c. Ti\'lJ pa ì pat ion of poster i or apsect

d. During right lateral movement

e. During ìeft ìateral movement

f. Right condyle translation smooth

S . Lef -r- condy I e trans I at ion smooth

3. PALPAT I 0N 0F THE l'lUSCLES - Pa i n

d. Anter i or Tempora I i s

e. t'liddìe Temporalis

f . Posterior Temporal is

g. Digastric, anterior beliy

h. Digastric, posterior belly

i . Sternocleidomastoid

r i ghi I eft none

r ighi

r ight

r ight

r ight

grat i ng

grat i ng

ì ef t none

I eft none

ì eft none

I eft none

async h ronous

asy nch ronous

a. Hasseter right

b. t4ediaì Pterygoid right

c. Lateral Pterygoíd (pain on forced) protrusion

ì eft none

I eft none

I eft none

I eft none

I eft none

ì eft none

I eft none

I eft none

I eft none

r ight

r ight

r ight

r ight

right

r ight

r ight
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j. Trapezius, upper portion (neck) right ìeft none

k. Trapez ius, m idd ìe por t ion (shou ìder) r- ight lef t none

l. Sprlenius Capitis right left none

l+. I'1AND I BULAR l'10VE¡itENTS

a. f'laximum opening without pain mm.

b. l.laximum movement to right with teeth in contact mm.

c. I'laximum movement to ìeft with teeth in contact mm.

d - Hax imum mand ii¡u ìar protrus ion mm.

e. Relationship oí dental midì ines in rest position

f. Relationship of dentaì midlines inintercuspal position

g . F reeway space mm.

h. l'landibuìar opening path in both frontal and lateral view

í. Handibular closing path in both frontai and lateral view

j. Ti-4, joint sounds:side, charachter and timing

k. Condylar movement pattern, left and right.

5. 0ccLUS I 0N

a. Tooth contact irr centric reìation

b. Sl ide from CR to C0, direction and distance

c. Pattern of contact i n centr i c occ I us i on

cj. Tooth contact in right lateral excursion:

working side:

balancing side

e. Tooth contact in left lateral excursion:

working side:

baìancing side

f. Tocth ccntact in protrusion:

S. Presence of wear facets indicative of bruxism or cìenching

h. Position of mandible accounting for wear facets
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i. Fremitus of anterior teeth on cìosure

j. Angìe occlusion cìass

k. Ve;-tical overbite overjet

ì. Preferred side of chewing

6" ORTHOPEDIcS

a. Generaì body posture

Axial txtension Kyphotic Lateral Deviation

b. Eyes grossìy level?

c. Shoulders appear grossìy leveì?

d. Hips appear grossìy ìevel?

e. Spine and back appear grossìy straight?

f. Head posture from frontaì view; equidistant from shoulders?

g. Head posture from ìateral view

f I ex i on extens i on forward

h. Range of motion cf head ín ìateral side bending

Grossly normal range?

Pa i n present at end of range?

Grossìy equal in both directions?

Does subject feeì range is equal in both directions

of lateraì flexion?

ls the end-feel similar in both directions?

i. Range of motion of head from lateral view grossìy normal

i n both extens i on and f I ex i on?

j. Range of motîon of head in rotation

Grossìy normaì range?

Pain present at end of range?

Grossly equaì in both directions?

Does subject feel range is equal in
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both d i rect i ons of rotat i on?

ls the end-feeì simiìar in both directions?

k. ls there any pain in resísted isometric neck motions

f rom the neutra I pos i t i on?

Lateraì fìexion?

F I ex i on extens i on

Rotat i on

l. Freeway space mm



Appendix C

C(]NSENT FORM

It has been expìained to me by Dr. J. l.J. Campbeìì that a study is
bei ng performed to assess changes due to an asymmetr i c al terati on i n
vertical jaw relationships. I understand that some minor discomfort
in the region of the temporomandibuìar joint and muscìes of mastica-
tion may occur during the experimental period, but that any signs and
symptoms should resolve promptly. I understand there is a remote pos-
sibiìity that some of the symptoms will persist beyond the experimen-
taì period. i further understand that in the unl ikely event that I do
experience such persistent symptoms, I wiìl recieve treatment at the
University of f'lanitoba 0rthodontic Cìinic untiì their resolution.

I consent to the taking of the following records from
understanding that this involves no risk.

me with the

lmpressions for models

B i te reg i strat i on records

3. Examination and history to be taken prior to, during, and sub-
sequent to the experimental period.

Surface e ì ectromyography

Frontaì facial photography

Goniometric measurement of head and neck mob i ì i ty

It has been expìained to me that I am free to withdraw from this

study at any time with no penaìtY.

¿.

I+.

5.

6.

-162-



TABLE t]F

Appendix D

THE HEAD PI]STURE t]F iNDIVIDUAL SUBdECTS

Subj ect

Numbers

Contro ì

Per i od
Average

Exper i menta I

Day l

Exper i menta ì

Day 2

+ño +0.3 +0. 3

+l .8 0.0 +0 .5

+0 .4 +l .5 +0 .8

-0.4 no
da ta

-0.3

-2.5 -r.3 -2.O

-0 .8 -1.5 0.0

+0 .9 +0.8 +3.3

-0 .8 -r.5 -0,5

a I I measurements
positive number
negative number

í n degrees
i nd i cates head
i nd i cates head

tipped down toward
t i pped down toward

the non-splint side
th spì int side

IS
IS
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TABLE OF

Appendix E

THE DIFFERENCES iN HEAD AND NECK RANGE

MOTIt]N IN INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS
OF

Subj ect

Numbers

Control
Days
Average

Exper i menta I

Day I

Exper i menta ì

Day 2

+l .5 *6.6 -6.!

+0 .5 +8 .8 +8 .4

-2.3 -12.0 -4 .8

-o.2 -2.8 -3.\

+3 .8 +ì2.0 -3.1+

+0.9 -l+ .8 -0.2

-0.1+ -9.4 -3.6

+3.9 -0.8 -2.8

all measurements are in degrees
positive values indicate a range
the non-spl int side
negative vaìues indicate a range
the spl int side

side fìexion greater

side flexion greater

to

to

rn

tn

- l6l+ -



Task Day

Appendix F

TABLE OF MUSCLE ACTIVITY Ft]R SUBJECT NUMBER 1

Non-splint side Spìint side Non-spìint side Spìint side
Anter i or Anter i or Sternoc I ei do- Sternoc I ei do-
Temporalis Temporalis mastoid mastoid

I conl
con2
exp I
exp2

ls expl
exp2

84 .6
7t+,1
90 .0
78. I

71 .O
8l .8

t7 .o
79.1
93.2
73.t+

r47.r
136.8

2.7
¿.6
r.3
0.3
2.3
1.8

0.7
3.8
l. j+

0.2
1.7
1.5

?c

con i
con2
exp I
exp2
exp I

exp2

65.t+
78 .0
92.0

ì00.3
40.0
\2.7

6\.7
68.4

122.1
il 7.0
r34.r
100 .5

1.8
3.2
2.5
1.8
1.7
t.0

0.7
3.0
?ì
1.0
1.4
l.l

3s

con i
con2
exp ì
exp2
exp I

exp2

21 .O
I 8.7
54.8
36.3
nil
0.6

22.1
t 9.9
29.7
33.3
29.7
36.5

nil
0.2
0.2
nil
0.2
0.2

niì
0.5
nr
nt
nt
0.2

con I
con2
exp l

exp2

3.r
0.6
0.9
o.7

82.9
5l .0
58. I

60. o

con I
con2
exp I

exp2

I+9.o

5t .6
65.0
53.\

3.5
2.5
0.9
r.3

Non-spì int side /spì int side
SCH-Funct i onl /SCi*'t-Funct i on I

/Non-spl int side /Spl int side
/SCH-Funct ion2 /SClt1-Funct ion2

con I 47 .l+

con2 \7 .7
expl 68.5
exp2 84.6

\7 .2
5\ .3
\9.5
57 .6

niì
nil
0.3
0.2

r.9
1.3
1.3
0.4

alì measurements represent the ? of the maximum activity on that day
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andconl=controì day l, con2=controì day2,
exp2=exper i menta 1 dav 2

expl=exper imentaì day l,



Task

Appendix G

TABLE OF IHUSCLE ACTIVITY FOR SUBJECT NUHBËR 2

Day Non-spì int side Spì int side Non-spì int side Spì int side
Anterior Anterior Sternocleido- Sternocìeido-
Ternpora I I s Tempora ì is masto id masto id

I coni 75.5
con2 83.1+
exp l 86.5
exp2 8lt .6

ls expl 4..l
exp? 17 .9

13 .7
77 .5
87 .8
85.2
5l.l
78 .0

4.9
7.7
t+.5

3.7
1.5
À.1

l.l
6.r
7.0
5.1
1.5
2.8

2s

con l
con2
exp i
exp2
exp ì
exp2

8o.o
75.3
6g.g
72.2
r.4
l.?

92.8
7 3.9
68.8
70.9
35.1
58.6

7.3
6.7
2.1
1.2
t.¿
)')

1')

3.8
5.1

.6
)

.6

3s

con i
con2
exp I

exp2
exp ì
exp2

l9.i
r9.8
26.3
25.7

1.7
0.7

28.5
)9.5
22.1
17 .2
2h.8
i8.7

0.3
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil

nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil

con I
con?.
exp I

exp2

9.6
6.j
5.5
7.3

12.\
6.t
7.1
3.9

con I

con2
exp !

exp2

13.8
20.5
20.3
t9.8

4.l
6.5
\.6
4.0

Non-splint side ,/Splint side
SCll-Funct i on I /SCH-Funct i on I

/Non-spl int side /Spl int side
/SCf4-Funct ion2 /SCl4-Funct ion2

con I 8.8
con2 8 .9
exp l ll+.8
exp2 12.1

5. r

\.3
7.1
7.0

9.8
5.8
6.3
8.6

2.8
7.6
3.\
5.3

alì measurements represent the Z of the maximum activity on that day
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conl=controì day ì, con2=control daY2,
exp2=exper i menta ì day 2

expl=experimental day i, and



Âppend'ix H

TABLE (]F MUSCLE ACTiVITY FOR SUBJECT NUfr{BER 3

Task Day Non-spì int side Spl int side Non-spl int side Spl int side
Anterior Anterior Sternocìeido- Sternocleido-
Temporaìis Temporaìis mastoid mastoid

I conl
con2
exp I
exp2

I s expì
exp2

88 .9
88 .0
86 .8
8s.l
57 .5
32 .5

8t+.2
90. I

87.r,
85 .2
75.1
\7 .3

o.5
0.4
nil
o.2
niì
o.2

niì
r.3
0.2
0.2
niì
0.5

2s

con I

con2
exp I

exp2
exp ì

exp2

86.2
76 "t+

r04.3
93.2
40 .2
l+0 .5

7 5.3
76.5

r 00.7
8g.t
60.9
56.\

1.0
0.2
0.6
0.5
o.7
0.4

nil
1ì

o.2
l.t
0.6
ì.1

3s

con I

con2
exp I
exp2
exp l

exp2

18.7
l4 .4
I1.7
24.8
4.1

2\.3

20.2
17 .3
25.6
27 .2
25.2
28 .8

nil
nil
nil
niì
nil
niì

nil
nil
nil
nil
niì
nil

con ì

con2
exp ì

exp2

4.1
3.3
9.0
2.8

l4.g
tg.I
29 .8
t6.8

con I
con2
exp ì

exp2

t8.2
15 .5
18.2
t 8.9

2.1
3.0
7.9
1.7

Non-spl int side /Spl int side
SCI'1-Funct i on I /SC¡1-Funct i on I

/Non-spl int side /Spl int side
/SCH-Funct i on2 /SC¡l-Funct i on2

con I

con2
exp I
exp2

2t .6
I I .0
2\.2
2\ .3

32.5
25.5
30 .0
32.6

2 .l+
r.3
7.8
l+.l

l.i+
2.1
5.3
\.\

aìl measurements represent the Z of the maximum activity on that day
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conl=control day l, con2=control
exp2=exper imenta) day 2

day2" expì=experimentaì day l, and



Appendix I

TABLE t]F ffiUSCLE ACTIViTY FOR SUBdECT NUMBER 4

Task ûay Non-splint side spìint side Non-spìint s.ide splint side
Anterior Anterior Sternocìeido- Sternocleido-
Temporaì is Temporal is mastoid mastoid

I conl
con2
exp I
exp2

I s expì
exp2

75.8
84 .6
75.4
7 3.9
33.9
39 .0

84.8
79.1
86 .9
77.7
50 .0
58 .0

?tr

7.2
4.5
3.7
0.7
2.1

2.6
l+.6

7.0
5.2
Jtr,

3.9

2s

con i
con2
exp I

exp2
exp ì
exp2

57 .6
85.6
65.2
7i.5
T.8
32.8

72.7
58.9
7\.9
57 .3
\2.3
45.0

2.O
5.9
7.5
5.8
1.8
4.r

I+.5
,o
8.7
5.3
3.r
4.4

3s

con ì
con2
exp ì

exp2
exp I
exp2

0.2
0.5

niì
nil

nil
nil

1.3
1.2

22.7
32.5
no read i ngs
no read i ngs
19.6
9.7

23.5
25.t

taken
taken

25.0
20.2

con I

con2
exp I
exp2

r.3
tg.I
ì 1.0
8.0

\.2
4.1
t.l
5.3

con I

con2
exp I
exp2

l+.6
8.8
8.0
7.8

0.6
9.8
7.5
5.5

Non-spl int side /Spl int side
SCI'1-Funct i on I /SCH-Funct i onl

/Non-splint side ,/Spì int side
/SCH-Funct i on2 /SCl4-Funct i on2

conl 4.7
con2 \.3
e.xpl l0.l
exp2 12.6

¿.Þ
l+ .7
3.5
4.6

6.\
10.0
8.9
8.4

2.8
15.5
7.6
3.3

all measurements represent the Z of the maxinlurn act¡vity on that day
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conl=control day l, con2=controì
exp2=experimental day 2

day2, expl=exper imental day l, and



Appendi x rJ

TABLE (]F MUSCLE ACTIVITY Ft]R SUBJECT NUMBER 5

af 7970
Task Day Non-spl¡nt side Spìinr side Non-spìint side Splint side

Anter i or Anter i or Sternocl ei do- Sternocl ei do-
Temporaìis Temporalis mastoid mastoid

ì conì
con2
exp ì

exp2
ls expl

exp2

75.8
81.4
83.7
73.6
I+3.9
l+0 .8

7 3.4
69.1
71 .2
6s.g

r00.5
r 05.4

7.5
1.5
nil
0.2
0.2
nil

I t.0^ôJ.o
5.1
0.6
t+ .3
J.4

2s

con l
con2
exp i
exp2
exp ì

exp2

102.1+

91.9
i i5.8
84 .7
22 .1
26.0

r00.6
93 .8
\9.6
30.1+
87.1

102.2

12.2
rtr
)'7
2.1
2.5
7.3

14.6
8.6
9.5
6.8
9.8

13.0

?c

con I

con2
exp I
exp2
exp I
exp2

25.5
17 .7
33.t+
66 .8
nil
nil

19.1
15 .5
21 .5
20 .0
23.7
i8.9

r.5
nil
1.5
o.2
1E

1.7

r.À
niì
nil
niì
nil
nil

con I
con2
exp ì
exp2

9.3
3. r

t.6
l8 .2

30.4
20.7
I 8.9
55.9

con I
con2
exp ì
exp2

3l .4
2\ .1
6.3

3.l.i+

t9.3
26.2
i 8.9
28.8

Non-splint side /splint side
SCPr-Funct i onl /SCt'1-Funct i onl

/Non-splint side /Spìint side
/SCH-Funct i on2 /SCt4-Funct i on2

con I 26.A
con2 4.l.5
exp ì 6.8
exp2 36.1+

37 .o
25.7
21 .1
57 .l

I1.6
ì0.6

3.0
20 .0

12,\
17 .6
2t.8
32.2

all measurements represent the Z of the maximum activity on that day
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17 t+

andconl=control day l,
exp2=experimentaì day

con2=control day2,
2

expl=exper imental day l,



Appendix K

TABLE t]F HUSCLE ACTIVITY FBR SUBJECT NUHBER 6

Task Day Non-splint side Splint side Non-spìint side Splint side
Anterior Anterior Sternocìeido- Sternocleido-
Temporaìis Temporalis mastoid mastoid

I conl
con2
exp ì

exp2
ì s expl

exP2

8¡.8
8À.4
70.7
79.5
33.8
38.9

8z.o
8l .l
71 .l
76.5
l+5 .l+

56.0

2.7
3.9
1.1
3.0
r.3
2.0

2.\
l+ .0
2.3
J.b))
3.3

2s

con I

con2
exp ì
exp2
exp I

exp2

87.2
87.9
t08.0
r r5.0
39.5
46 .8

95.t
I3.o
9t+ "5

108.c
56.8
5\.\

5.1
15.8
5.8
5.0
,o
2.\

5.t+
I 6.9
7.1
5.3
5.0
6.1

3s

con l
con2
exp I

exp2
exp I
exp2

22.8
20 .4
8.4

22.5
I+ .7
1.7

i 9.5
t0.9
16.4
19.5
20 .0
19.7

niì
nil
nil
nÌl
nlì
nil

nil
nil
nil
níì
niì
0.8

con I
con2
exp ì
exp2

13.7
13.6
6.\
4.9

28.\
66.7
16.5
t8.7

con l

con2
exp l

exp2

44.9
30.7
39 .8
25.6

7.9
t5.0
8.r
8.9

Non-splint s¡¿e ./Splint side
SCH-Funct i on I /SC,À1-Funct i cn I

/Non-spì int side /Spl int side
/SC¡4-Funct i on2 /SCl'l-Funct i on2

con I \5.6
con2 73.1
expì 22.1
exp2 26.7

31.4
80.3
25.0
21 .6

7.8
6.i
3.5
\.7

70

9.1
7.9

10.6

all measurements represent the ? of the maximum activity on that day
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u6

conl=controì day l, con2=control
exp2=exper i menta 1 day 2

day2, expl=experimental daY l, and



Appendix L

TABLE OF ffiUSCLE ACTiVITY F(]R SUBJECT NUMBER 7

Tas k Day Non-spìint side
Anter i or
Tempora I i s

Spìint side
Anter i or
Tempora ì i s

Non-spl int side
Sternocleido-
mastoid

Spl int side
Sternocleido-
mastoid

I conl 80.3
con2 85. l
exp ì 8\ .7
exP2 7l+ .7

Is expl 52.3
exp2 40.3

7\.6
85.t+
86 .0
8r.z
93 .0
78.6

t.2
1.2
0.4
0.2
o.2
o.2

t.5
1.6
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.9

con I

con 2

exp I

exp2
exp I

exp2

i09. r

104.1+
108 .0
96.0
42 .0
39.3

il 7.0
r06.0
to5.3
90.7

i0r.3
99.7

2.5
1.7
0.8
0.3
0.4
nil

2.5
2.0
1.0
0.8
0.9
0.6

3s

con I
con2
exp I
exp2
exp ì

exp2

ì 1.5
t0.0
\1 .3
35.7

1.0
ni1

20 .1
t 9.6
27 .7
24.9
32.0
22.7

niì
nil
0.2
0.3
niì
niì

nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil

con I
con2
exp l

exp2

2.3
o.5
2.3
2.3

I1.3
12.1
12.7
6.5

con I
con2
exp l

exp2

5.7
to
2.5
2.O

o.2
0.9
0.8
0.3

Non-spìint side /Splint side
SCH-Funct i on I /SCl1-Funct i on I

/Non-spl int side /spl int side
/SCf4-Funct i on2 /SCH-Funct i on2

con I
con2
exp I
exp2

ll.l
2.7
2.6
7.3

15.3
16.3
15 .7
it.3

2.0
0.5
ì.3
2.5

1.2
2.4
r.3
1.5

alì measurements represent the Z of the maximum acti.¡ity on that day
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conl=control day l. con2=contro'l
exp2=exper i menia I day 2

day2, expì=experimental daY i, and



AppenCix M

TABLE OF ffiUSCLE ACTIVITY Ft]R SUBJECT ¡{UHBER B

Task Day Non-spì int side Spì int side Non-spì int side Spì int side
Anterior Anterior Sternocìeido- Sternocìeido-
Temporalis Temporalis mastoid mastoid

I conl
con2
exp I
exp2

ls expì
exp2

82.4
82.t+
6\.7
61 .2
Jb.J
69.9

85 .4
9l .0
77.2
78.9
50.6
6t .2

1.7
3.8
l.l
1.2
1.7
2.8

3.9
5.4
1.8
2.1+

2.0
2 .1+

2s

con I
con2
exp ì

exp2
exp ì
exp2

105.5
100.2
ì20.0
20r.4

46.9
68 .8

96.9
115.7
r r0.8
I t0. t

6s.l
48 .0

,o
5.5
1.3
4.0
1.6
2.1

7.5
1.4
4.0
\.2
2.6
1.8

3s

con l
con2
exp ì
exp2
exp ì

exp2

t0.8
36.2
15.3
22.5
I 3.8
0.6

I 8.9
34 .0
29.8
26.7
3t .7
21 .6

0.2
o.2
0.2
0.6
0.8
nil

niì
t.6
o.2
0.2
0.9
o.5

con I
con2
exp ì

exp2

r.3
o.2
1.7
4.r

ì 8.0
5.9

20.\
29.2

con I

con2
exp ì
exp2

25.2
28 .8
34 .8
3t .5

1.4
3.2
1.6
1.2

Non-spì int s ide ,/Spl int s ide
SCI'l-Funct i onl /SCl'l-Funct i on l

/Non-spÌint side /Splint side
/SC¡l-Funct ion2 ,/SCH-Funct ion2

con l
con2
exp ì

exp2

26.0
3l .9
38. i
48. 3

I ì.8
12.3
28.9
2\ .1

)8,

2.0
2.2
r.3

0.9,)')
0.7
l.l+

all measurements represent the ? of the maximum activity on that day
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andconì=control day l, con2=control
exp2=exper i menta ) day 2

day2, expl=exper imentaì day l,


